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Chapter 111: 5.13 First Violet Star - Bear Beastman Xiong 

Xuebao and Meizhou, this couple who just cleared up the misunderstandings and problems in their 

relationship had spent the time together and took a nap for the whole afternoon in Meizhou's tent. 

Warrior Lang who was waiting for these two to appear is now helping Tuzi's task of identifying some 

plants or fruits that the tribe priest couldn't recognize. For this task the tribe priest had his apprentice 

Xiong help Tuzi. Warrior Lang just came over to Tuzi's side, after being asked by the young leader to go 

home for today. 

The three of them are in the largest food cold storage that the Tribe has. Thanks to the knowledge of 

their tribe priest, they are able to store perishable ingredients like raw meat, vegetables and fruits in this 

cold cave. This shed is close to the place called frozen pond. A pond that has a huge Ice rock at the 

center eternally frozen for some unknown reason because of this the water surrounding the small hill is 

ice cold. The tribe priest had asked someone to build the biggest cave near that place which is now 

called an ice cave. 

The one showing them the directions inside the cold cave is the Apprentice Priest, Xiong. 

Xiong shyly says, "P-Please follow me. It's this way." as he gestures with his hands towards Tuzi and Lang 

standing behind him to enter the cave. 

"Sure. Thanks, Xiong. But would you remember everything I could identify?" asked Tuzi. 

As he remembers that in this era, there is still no paper existing yet. But they sometimes write 

something on an animal skin. The characters they use can only be understood by the Tribe Priest and his 

apprentices. This is also the case in other tribes as in this world there is still no universal alphabet or 

characters that can be used. Their education is limited. Just the fact that papers don't exist made it 

harder to spread education in this primitive world. They can't just write everything on a stone wall or 

something. The space will be limited and too much force is needed to do so. 

Xiong proudly answered him, "Don't worry! I can remember everything!" he said with a huge grin on his 

adorable face. 

Seeing this a bit chubby bear male beastman, Tuzi couldn't help but remember those loyal, side 

characters that are usually the sworn brothers of a protagonist in a typical male lead based novel. Most 

close brothers of the protagonist in those kinds of novels were fat and had this cuddly type personality. 

Innocent and na?ve but loyal. 

"Hehe~ then I will leave it to our smart Xiong~" said Tuzi teasingly. 

After spending a few days with Xuebao, he had seen enough of his friend's playful antics. For sure 

teasing someone is an enjoyable deed. He then saw this bear beastman turn red in embarrassment and 

joy. He looks even more cuter this time. Tuzi couldn't help but reach out his hands and slightly pinched 

those bulging cheeks. 

Pinches~ 



"P-Please let go of my face." said Xiong but didn't dare to forcefully pry off the thin hands on his face 

afraid of hurting a weak female like Tuzi. 

Xiong knew that this female is unlike their tribe's strongest female like Xuebao. Tuzi had intelligence 

above most females but his body is not much different from any other normal females in the tribe. 

According to his master, this female called Tuzi can be considered the smartest female after their Tribe's 

Young Leader, Xuebao. He is an important person for their tribe. In the future he might serve this person 

as his master instead. 

It seems that Tuzi was given a task by the tribe priest because he wanted Tuzi to become his successor. 

Xiong, who used to be the next successor didn't mind the sudden changes. He is a simple beastman. If 

he could become a tribe priest then its good if he couldn't he could just help the chosen future tribe 

priest on the side. He is willing to move as long as he can help the tribe. 

Moreover Xiong isn't completely simple. He knew that the one backing Tuzi was their Tribe's Young 

Leader. In short, the future tribe leader, Xuebao, wanted to have Tuzi spread his ideas with his own. Like 

how Xuebao guided Tuzi in making that delicious fried meat last night while allowing Tuzi to cook it. The 

tribe knows that if they want to learn cooking they can go to Tuzi but if there is something even Tuzi 

doesn't know then Tuzi can just go to the young leader and ask for his knowledge. 

It's not like ordinary beastmen could approach their young leader as his protector is the strongest of 

their tribe, Meizhou. Instead of facing that dangerous man, it's better to ask Tuzi first. This is a fact that 

everyone in the tribe knows. They considered Xuebao and Meizhou as their last resort and Tuzi as their 

Tribe Priest proxy. 

After getting his cheeks pinched for an ample duration of time. Tuzi finally let go of Xiong's cheeks which 

is now a bit red from squeezing. 

"Let's go~ hum~" said Tuzi as he entered the cave humming. 

Xiong rubs his cheeks gently while looking at Tuzi unconsciously. When he suddenly feels someone is 

staring at him, Xiong moves his head to look around only to meet Warrior Lang's serious expression. 

"W-What's wrong, Captain Lang?" asked Xiong nervously. 

Lang pats his shoulder and says, "I didn't mind if you have taken a liking to Tutu but his first male should 

be me. You can be the second one." he said. 

In this primitive world polygamy is allowed. The talented female beastmen can have as much as male 

beastmen as their partner. Otherwise, the strong male beastmen can have as much as female beastman. 

The only condition is that everyone is willing to compromise and infighting is not allowed among 

families. Else the punishment is banishment. 

But there are some beastman who only have one mate in their whole life. These beastmen were the 

ones who exchanged vows with their souls. Those who entered polygamy is not allowed to have a 

mating ceremony unless they had chosen to only have one person in their whole life. But they could still 

have a wedding of their own. 

Xiong was first left dumbfounded with what his captain had said, when he saw him smiling at him, Xiong 

knew that his captain might have misunderstood him. He watched Lang follow Tuzi inside the food cave. 



"Captain, you got it wrong!?" exclaimed Xiong as he went inside as well. 

Xiong has an idol in his heart. That is their tribe's young leader. Everyone in the tribe knew that Xiong 

was secretly in love with Xuebao. He had fallen in love at first sight that night but that was only an event 

of Xuebao accidentally seducing this dense kid. Obviously in the eyes of that strongest female only the 

strongest male in the tribe is worthy of him. There is no need for changes, this something Xuebao had 

decided himself. Thought there might be skirmishes here and there. The tribe leader and the elders 

believe that Meizhou would become their future tribe leader's mate. 

This is also the reason why they gave Meizhou errands that will allow everyone in the tribe and those 

outsiders to know who he is. Not only as the strongest warrior in their tribe but as well as Xuebao's 

future mate. 

--- 

Ice Cave 

Xiong with the help of Lang had brought most items that the priest couldn't identify. Most of these 

materials had bright colors like red, violet, orange and more. There are familiar looking things within the 

pile of things before him. Tuzi couldn't believe that the things that he thought didn't exist in this world 

would really exist here. His pinkish eyes sparkles in delight and excitement. 

"Wow~ there's a lot of delicious things in here. Xiong could prepare three to five baskets for me. I would 

like to separate it according to whether it can be eaten or not. Whether it is a fruit or vegetables and 

such." said Tuzi. 

"O-Okay. I'll get the baskets ready." said Xiong as he took off to get the baskets ready. 

Lang who chose to sit near Tuzi said, "Some things in this pile are really edible?" he asked. 

"Yes! Let me see... Oh! This one is ripe!" said Tuzi as he carried a bowling ball sized green thing with a 

weird pattern on its skin. "Lang please cut it into parts. Cut it this way." 

Tuzi gestures how to properly cut the green round thing in front of him. After cutting the ball into parts, 

Lang was surprised to see a reddish flesh with small black seed inside. Then the scent of sweetest 

reached his nose. It had the type of scent that apple had before. Lang was startled for a moment. 

"What is this? It smells sweet." said Lang. 

Tuzi happily grabbed a piece and ate. The green round thing is what we called watermelons. It is a fruit 

with thick skin but juicy fruity pulp inside. 

"This is a fruit called watermelon. It has more fruity sap than apples. It's more delicious to eat it when 

the temperature is hot as it helps in satisfying thirst when it's summer. Spit the small black seeds. Those 

aren't edible." explained Tuzi as he gave Lang a piece of that watermelon.  

Seeing Tuzi eat the fruit without problems, Lang follows after him and eats. He was surprised that the 

juice from the fruit could indeed be used as a substitute for water during summer. It left him a 

refreshing feeling at every bite. 



When Xiong returns this is the scene he had witnessed. The scene of Tuzi and Lang eating that unknown 

thing from within the pile. He's face ashen in fright only to be stuffed with the same thing inside his 

mouth by Lang. A watermelon piece was pushed inside his mouth. When Xiong thought he would be 

dying from poison, a refreshing sweet taste filled his mouth. He was rendered speechless as he looked at 

Tuzi smiling at him. 

"Don't worry~ It's an edible fruit called watermelon. It's sweet and delicious. Don't swallow the black 

seed and spit those out as it was not edible but there is no problem swallowing a few." 

"This... is called watermelon? This is a fruit!" said Xiong as he looked at the thing in his hands. 

"It's sweet and refreshing, right? Don't worry I wouldn't feed you inedible and dangerous things. Is that 

the reason why I am here? And if there is something I don't know, Xuebao is there. We can ask him if I 

couldn't identify things." said Tuzi with a smile. 

Xiong who was rendered speechless for a moment once again blush. He doesn't know whether it was 

because of embarrassment like before or because of something else instead. 

"Okay~ Let's begin. We must at least finish half of it before dinner!" said Tuzi. 

The three worked together in identifying and separating the things within the mountain like piles before 

them. It's mostly Tuzi's voice resounding inside the cave. Xiong is standing beside him trying his best to 

remember the things Tuzi had recognized. 

"Xiong. Do you see this small around thing? This is a vegetable called tomato. It would turn bright red 

when ripe and green when unripe. It can be eaten as long as it has the shade of orange to red." 

"Okay. So it's a vegetable." 

"Wow! Found a potato and sweet potato. Hehehe~" 

"Tutu stop drooling!" said Lang. 

"Oh~ right. Xiong see this thing? This brown oval thing is a potato. It's a vegetable but can also be eaten 

either deep fried or boiled. It is delicious with a bit of salt and butter." 

Lang and Xiong, "Drools~ how about that violet colored weird thing?" 

"This is called sweet potato. It can be cooked in the same way as normal potatoes but it's sweeter than 

potatoes. This can be eaten as snacks when steamed properly. Potatoes could as well but those things 

are more delicious when fried." 

Xiong grabbed a long orange thing from the table. "Tutu what about this thing?" 

"Oh~ carrots. That is a vegetable. It can be used in cooking." replied Tuzi. 

Lang raised small pointy shaped red and green things. "Is this edible? It's a bit painful on my skin when 

I've accidentally squeezed it." 

"Ah! Peppers! Those are used for cooking. It can add another flavor to food but there are some who 

can't eat it raw. It's spicy and makes your skin itchy or hot. You should wash your hands first Lang!" said 

Tuzi. 



They continued this conversation until the sun had completely set. Someone had been sent to call them 

to make preparations for dinner. Tonight Tuzi is tasked to help with making dinner as the tribe leader's 

orders. While the three were still busy with compiling things inside the cave two new people arrived in 

the cave. It was Xuebao who was being carried by Meizhou on his back. There's even a small basket on 

Meizhou's other hand. Obviously this basket is owned by the one on his back. 

"Hi~ you guys seem busy~ Father and the elders say to call Tuzi for dinner preparations~" said Xuebao 

with his usual cunning smile on his face. 

Xiong instantly blushed when he saw his crush. He unconsciously hid behind Tuzi. 

"What am I supposed to cook for dinner in our tribe's evening meal?" asked Tuzi. 

Xuebao, who went down from his lover's back replied nonchalantly. "Just cook the hotpot we ate this 

morning. Just teach them how to make the soup base and they only need to throw ingredients inside." 

he said while picking a few things from the big baskets full of edible things. He took some potatoes, 

tomatoes, onions, peppers and garlic. Some honey, salt and black peppers. Fruits like lemon, orange and 

berries. 

They watched Xuebao take things from the big baskets and put it inside his small basket which Meizhou 

is carrying. They watched as the strongest of their tribe acted like a tail following Xuebao no matter 

where he went. Only Tuzi looked at the pair intently thinking what they would have for dinner tonight. 

When he saw the featherless dead chickens hanging on Meizhou, Tuzi's eyes sparkled. 

"Xuebao! Are we going to have chickens tonight?" asked Tuzi. 

Xuebao replied while busy collecting the ingredients he needs, "Yes. Beggar's chicken and honey roast 

chicken. Don't forget to bring over cooked rice for us. After you taught the other females how to cook 

the hotpot, you can come over to Meizhou's place for dinner." 

"Okay! I'll make some cream soup for the side dish as well~" said Tuzi. 

"Then we'll go ahead and cook the chicken first." said Xuebao as he once again climbed on Meizhou's 

back. 

This time this pair left with their basket full of things before heading home. Obviously these two had no 

intention of joining the tribe's evening meal. They wanted to eat alone and so they would be cooking in 

Meizhou's place. Tuzi would be coming over after teaching the females who are tasked to make the 

dinner tonight how to cook an easy hotpot for dinner. 

"Oh~ I need to cook rice and soup first." said Tuzi who was gathering ingredients for dinner. 

Xiong and Lang helped in carrying the ingredients but they were silent the whole time. Tuzi thought they 

might be a problem and asked the two. 

"Is there a problem? Are you both alright?" asked Tuzi worriedly. 

Lang who is straightforward as always replied honestly, "Tutu I want to eat that chicken as well! Can I 

please?" he asked. 



"Well~ you've already eaten lunch with us this morning. Xuebao should not mind Lang joining us for 

dinner." said Tuzi. 

Lang smiled happily when heard that. Tuzi was looking at his excited friend with a helpless smile. When 

suddenly he felt something pulling on his sleeves, when Tuzi looked who it was. He saw Xiong looking at 

him with pleading eyes. 

"X-Xiong? What's wrong? Were you scared when you saw Xuebao just now? Don't worry he isn't really 

scary unless he's angry." said Tuzi. 

"Hm~ I don't think that's it, Tutu." said Lang. 

Xiong shyly asked, "C-Can... Can I join?" 

Lang smiled playful at Xiong, "Join where?" 

Xiong glared at his captain but looked pleading at Tuzi. "Dinner. Can I join for dinner as well? I will 

prepare extra ingredients and some fruits too. Can I join please?" he said to Tuzi. 

The cuteness in front of him is too much that Tuzi almost squealed in excitement. He couldn't stop 

himself from hugging the cute one in front of him while jumping around. 

"You can join! I will ask Xuebao for permission. For now lets check at your food warehouse and look for 

things that may convince Xuebao. Ah~ so cute~~" said Tuzi. 

Xiong was turning bright red as he was suddenly hugged by a female out of nowhere. He could smell 

Tuzi's floral oriental scent. The scent of flowers and spices. Lang who was feeling jealousy had to pull 

Tuzi away and give Xiong a hidden glare. The whole exchange between the two male beastmen wasn't 

noticed by the dense female beastman, Tuzi. 

Chapter 112: 5.14 First Violet Star - Snake Beastman Sheya 

In the area where females gather for meal preparations, Tuzi took the lead among females and gave 

directions on how to cook hotpot for dinner. He was guiding the other female beastmen on how to cook 

correctly. 

Tuzi yelled, "Ah~ lower the fire. The soup will boil!!" 

"Yes. Yes." 

"Don't forget to stir the soup base. Once the spices submerge you can put the ingredients one at the 

time. Starting from the meat then after a few minutes put the vegetables. Then cover the pot and await 

for it to simmer." 

"T-Tuzi how long should we let it simmer?" a female asked. 

"Ah~ 3 minutes will do. Don't overcook the vegetables, they won't taste good if it got stewed!" said Tuzi. 

"Heard that. Prepare to serve the food after 3 minutes!" 

"Yes, Sir!" 



On the other hand, Warrior Lang and Apprentice Priest Xiong were standing at the side looking after the 

huge pots of rice and soup near them. The fire under those pots was just put off a few minutes ago. The 

two were just waiting for Tuzi to finish issuing his orders for the dinner preparations of the Tribe's 

dinner. 

"They look busy. Is it alright for us to not join everyone for dinner? Is that hotpot delicious?" asked Xiong 

while slightly drooling because of the smell. 

Lang didn't drool the same way but one could see him constantly swallowing his saliva. 

"It was delicious! The soup is flavorful. The meat was so tender and those green things were crunchy. 

Gulps~" said Lang who was just reminiscing about the delicious meal he had for lunch. 

Xiong who was drooling so badly as he listened to his captain's words was full of envy. He wanted to give 

taste on that hotpot as well. But he wanted to eat those wild pheasants the young leader would be 

personally cooking for dinner. 

Xiong this adorable bear beastman wanted to eat both. 

Meanwhile in front of Meizhou's place. 

Meizhou was told to dig a shallow hole which will fit 5 chickens. Beside him he saw his beloved 

preparing the 10 chickens they've caught this morning. Holding a stone knife in his hand, he could only 

see ingredients flying then falling on the banana leaves, already cut into thin and small pieces. 

At Xuebao's every slice the chicken's head was separated from its body and placed in some corner. 

Thankfully the chicken innards were cleaned off by the other females before they brought it home. Or 

else his beloved wouldn't even touch those pheasants. 

Meizhou continued to watch Xuebao's preparations as he finished his task of digging and making fire. He 

saw his chosen female put some vegetables inside the five chickens. Rubbed the other five chickens with 

honey thoroughly. The way he prepared the chickens were fast and precise. He works like a master 

unlike those other females who were said to be talented in cooking. Even Tuzi's cooking looks ordinary 

before his beloved's cooking preparations. Xuebao's every movement is carefully made and exquisite as 

if watching a show instead. 

After watching Xuebao wrap five chickens with banana leaves and tied it properly with strings, he saw 

his female threw the chicken towards him one at a time. 

"Cover it with mud and put it in that hole you've made." said Xuebao as he watched his husband cover 

,the wrapped in banana leaves chicken, in mud before burying it under the shallow hole Meizhou made. 

Meizhou followed his orders meticulously. 

"Once the hole is covered, place the bonfire you made above it. Make sure that the burning wood is 

placed directly above the soil where you buried the chickens. Don't let the fire burn out." said Xuebao. 

Once Xuebao saw Meizhou doing what he asked, he once again continued working on the other five 

chicken he wanted to roast. Using a wooden skewer he had Meizhou made this afternoon. After the 

chickens were soaked half an hour with honey and the other ingredients he skewered it, separately. He 



also skewered a few potatoes and tomatoes for those who like to eat vegetables. Then I went to where 

Meizhou is fanning the fire and started grilling the chicken over it. 

After placing the honeyed chicken on the fire, he watched as Meizhou continued to fan the fire to keep 

it burning. The smoke was starting to converge in the area and he doesn't want to be covered in it. After 

washing his hands, he walked towards Meizhou and sat on his lap. Since the wind is coming from 

Meizhou's side the smoke never approached his direction. 

Meizhou stiffens only for a moment before placing his free hand around Xuebao's waist and letting his 

beloved lean on him. The two waited as the chicken got cooked but sometimes Meizhou had to flip the 

chicken when Xuebao asked him to. These lovers passed their time cooking this way. The atmosphere 

between them was too serene making those who were watching in the shadows envious. 

"Enough fanning the fire. The wind had lessened. Fan me instead." ordered Xuebao who now had closed 

his eyes intending to nap for a few minutes. 

Meizhou pampered him and fanned him as he wished. There's a doting smile in the corner of his lips as 

he watches Xuebao act spoiled only towards him. He couldn't help but land a peck on his beloved 

forehead. 

"Sleep for awhile. I'll watch over the food." whispered Meizhou to Xuebao afraid of startling him if he 

used his voice's original volume. 

Humming~ 

Xuebao only replies with a hum. 

Without them knowing from the trees not far from Meizhou's place, four figures were watching the 

couple cook. The four figures were split into two pairs and came over for different reasons. The first pair 

is the tribe leader and the tribe priest. They noticed that two children were missing in the banquet and 

decided to look for them. They found Tuzi, Lang and Xiong in the kitchen while the other two were still 

missing. Only when they heard that the pair had no intention to join the tribe dinner and wanted to 

have a private one, that these two old men had to leave the banquet to the other elders to look for 

Xuebao and Meizhou. 

These two were the most important pair in the whole tribe. The future of their tribe depends on these 

two. They were the successor for the high seat within the Lune Tribe and all older generations had 

accepted them unconditionally. 

"That bastard whose forehead is he kissing!!!" said Zhubao the tribe leader. 

"Brother calm down. It seems that Baobao decided to forgive Meizhou which is good~" said Anbao the 

tribe priest with a smile. 

Retorted the cranky old man Zhubao, "Forgive your ass! Who told that brat I forgive him. No this can't 

be... I need to think of something to punish the brat!!" he said. 

Anbao asked, "Do you not like Meizhou for our Baobao, brother?" 

The tribe leader Zhubao didn't answer right away. His feeling for the brat is contradictory. He was glad 

to have him as Xuebao's future partner but his past actions were so disappointing that he felt it was 



really unfair for his beloved son. That is the man who rejected his son in front of their tribesmen. Just 

thinking of that event makes him want to beat up the brat but unfortunately Meizhou is stronger than 

him already. 

"He is perfect for Baobao. Everyone in the tribe agrees, that even that group of stubborn old men 

accepts it!" said Zhubao said. 

Anbao asked, "Then... how about you, brother?" 

"Meizhou was my first choice for Baobao's marriage, you know that. I've asked for advice before! You 

were also there when I asked him if he is interested in becoming my son-in-law. You also heard what he 

said back then!" said Zhubao as his face turned darker as if remembering a shit he wanted to forget. 

The tribe priest Anbao who was with him at that time remembered every word Meizhou said at that 

time. His kind smile had faded as he thought about the past. The words Meizhou told them that day was 

so humiliating for Xuebao. Not only does he look down on their little prince, he also doesn't look at him 

as a tribesman. 

"..." For the first time Zhubao was able to render his intelligent younger brother wordless. 

"Hmph! I don't believe that brat at all. But... there is no way I wouldn't believe in my son. That night 

when he didn't rebuke my decision to make Meizhou his protector, decides everything. When he agreed 

at that moment, Meizhou's position to stand by his side cannot be removed by anyone else but Baobao. 

Even if I, the tribe leader or you, the tribe elder chose not to agree about their union, Baobao would not 

change his mind. We have no other choice but to accept." said Zhubao. 

Anbao agreed, "Indeed." as he knew how hard for someone to change his nephew's mind once he 

decided on something. It's even harder than praying to the Gods for rain. 

Then they saw Tuzi and the other two arriving in the area, carrying two huge pot of rice and soup for 

their group to eat as dinner. Seeing this the two old men looked at each other and decided to join these 

children with their meals. 

On the other hand from the other side of the forest the other pair was watching the intimate couple not 

far from them. One remained silent as he continued looking while the other was trying his best to calm 

his anger down. These two characters were familiar as well. They are the tribe doctor, Sheya and the 

former successor of the Lune Tribe, Laohu. 

"Why. WHY!? I and Meizhou spoke almost the same time! Why is he willing to forgive Meizhou and beat 

me up instead!?" complained Laohu in rage. 

Sheya looked at him as cool as a cucumber and even fearlessly gave him an answer. 

"You and Meizhou had certainly said the same thing but there is a difference in position between you 

two. First, you are a fiancé that didn't want to dismiss his marriage arrangement with the young leader 

which in the end incur the killing intentions of Xuebao. On the other hand, he is a man who rejected the 

young leader's love but in the end worked harder in repentance. Meizhou offered his everything to 

receive Xuebao's forgiveness. So what about you? Did you do something, Laohu?" said Sheya.  



"Shut up! Obviously because Meizhou is the strongest in the tribe that Xuebao is willing to forgive him. 

As long... as long I become the strongest he would look at me!?" retorted Laohu before leaving the place 

in anger. 

Sheya apathetically watched the stubborn Laohu leave the place then looked at the sleeping figure 

within Meizhou's embrace. All of the sudden his eyes met with those pairs of sky colored orbs. Sheya 

flinched in surprised. When looking at Xuebao once again only to see him ordering Meizhou and the 

newly arrived group of three to take those roasted chickens and dig out those beggar chickens for 

dinner. The tribe leader and tribe priest who was watching the couple like them a while ago had also 

decided to join the group. 

Sheya murmured, "Is that a coincidence?" 

For a moment Sheya thought that him meeting Xuebao's gaze was only an accident. Only for his 

presence to be called, Xuebao was asking him to show himself. That he was sure that their eyes had 

indeed met. 

"Since you are already here. Why don't you join us for dinner as well. Having two or more extra doesn't 

matter. I've cooked ten chickens for dinner. Come over if you wanted to eat." said Xuebao. 

Everyone was looking at Xuebao weirdly except Meizhou who tried to look for another person's 

presence in the vicinity. He already noticed the arrival of the two elders but not this person whom his 

beloved had asked to come over. 

"Xuebao. Is there someone else around?" asked Tuzi. 

"Just continue breaking the mud and serve the beggar's chickens." replied Xuebao. Clearly his attitude 

suggests that he didn't care whether Sheya shows himself or now. 

Tuzi pouted while doing his task to remove the mud covering the former buried chicken. "Buh~ less 

guests is better. It means I would have a few more bites." he murmured. 

"Hahaha~ Tutu is such a glutton~" said Zhubao. 

Xuebao retorted, "Said by the number one uninvited guest." 

"Baobao~ you decided to bully this father for this brat!" complained Zhubao as he pointed at Meizhou 

who is busy preparing his beloved's meal. 

HMPH! 

Xiong on the other hand sat beside his master, "Master, is it alright for you and the tribe leader not to 

be at the banquet?" he asked worriedly. 

"Hoho~ A'Xiong has nothing to worry about. The other elders were informed." said Anbao. 

Witnessing this joyous scene Sheya decided to join them for dinner. 

"Would it be alright for this doctor to join you guys for dinner?" said Sheya with a friendly smile on his 

handsome face. 

"Oh~ Doc. Just sit anywhere." said Lang. 



"Thank you! Please pardon my intrusion!" said Sheya as he saluted to Xuebao first before the two elders. 

His gestures clearly means he apologized and didn't mean to observe Xuebao and Meizhou in secret. 

"Just eat your meal." replied Meizhou but the arms around Xuebao become even more possessive. 

He obviously didn't believe Sheya that he came over to his house to meet him. Meizhou believes that 

Sheya is after his beloved. It seems he needs to show the other warrior his competence once again. Lest 

the other male beastmen think they could try taking his beloved's attention from. 

Sheya just raises an eyebrow seeing such a possessive gesture from the supposed cold hearted man like 

Meizhou. This man had changed into something completely different from his former indifference. 

"I will not court your female. Attached ones have never been in my radar." said Sheya while ignoring 

Meizhou's glare. 

'Especially not a female whose attitude only softens towards one male. Those cerulean orbs that met 

mine in that split second gave me shivers instead of excitement. It was a gaze of authority. He is staring 

but never really looking at me.' Sheya's thoughts. 

The dinner was enjoyed by this unplanned gathering. Instead of the usual team of four, the meal was 

shared among 8 people instead. Half of them are uninvited. 

Chapter 113: 5.15 First Violet Star - First Snow 

Lately, both Tuzi and Xuebao have been busy with things regarding the tribe. Tuzi helps with teaching 

the other females the correct way of sewing, cooking and even teaches farming to both male and female 

beastmen of their tribe. He has been so busy lately that he hasn't joined the hunts of Meizhou and the 

rest. Xuebao, on the other hand, remains in the tribe as well, doing his job as the young leader. The 

elders and his father had started training him properly as a successor. Though most of the time, it was 

the elders who were left bewildered in the end, as Xuebao is not only a strong female even his 

intelligence is above that of Tuzi and the tribe leader. 

A month later. 

First week of winter. 

The first day of snow fell today. 

Xuebao was finally freed from his duties as the tribe's young leader. He is currently by the river side 

looking at the ice cold running water near him. He could even see some ice floating in it. There were no 

expressions on his exquisite face. He is wearing a casual shirt and pants on him but for someone like him 

who is supposed to hate coldness, he doesn't seem to feel the cold temperature of his surroundings. He 

reached out for a falling snow in front of him. 

As soon as the snowflake landed on his hands, it turned into a small puddle of water. This is due to his 

body's warm temperature. Thanks to his race being a snow leopard, winter doesn't affect him much. But 

the children of his tribe are different, not only because they were still young, the old practice in the 

primitive world of not wearing clothes made it worse. He could even see half naked children running 

around the premises of the tribe or near the river. Above them the white snow continues to fall slowly. 



Seeing the children's reddening feet, soles, noses and ears, Xuebao's eyes turned a bit serious. He is 

thinking of frostbite that these naughty brats might suffered from. He had to tell the adults to at least 

nag these brats to wear their clothes and shoes properly during winter. Xuebao is now thinking whether 

the food in their tribe's storage will be enough for the whole winter. 

"The food won't last for the whole cold season. The animals and dinosaurs would start hibernating a few 

days from now on." murmured Xuebao while thinking of the plans he needs to fulfill. 

[Host. Once the beasts started hibernating it would be harder to hunt in the middle of winter. There are 

cases of snowstorms and hail as well. The houses made of tents wouldn't have enough cover during 

those times.] 

"Yue, could you predict when the snowstorm or hail will arrive?" 

[Calculating the world data in progress. Please wait for a moment. Calculation complete! Yue will now 

pass to the host the schedules for the changes of weather in this world. Please receive the host.] 

Xuebao, who received the world data frown for a moment. It seems that the snowstorms would be 

coming three weeks from now. He needed to make necessary preparations for storms. At least a 

temporary cave where the whole tribe could wait for the snowstorm to pass. But according to the 

original memories, during the past snowstorms, their tribe prepares to go down the mountain to avoid 

the storm but the journey on their way down, is extremely dangerous and there are tons of casualties 

within his memories. 

Going down the mountain means that they would need to venture deeper in the territories of those 

dinosaurs which the people of this world call as savage beasts. They also sometimes bump into their 

enemy, the Soleil tribe, on their way down. Battles were unavoidable whenever these two tribes met. 

"Yue search the forest and give me the nearest biggest cave which can hold on during snowstorms. I 

don't care if it houses dinosaurs or beasts, those could be cleaned up by me if needed." 

[Understood, Host. I will scan the surroundings for caves.] 

"While you're at it, leave target points where those animals that could be hunted as food live. I will lead 

a hunting party for it tomorrow." said Xuebao. 

[I will put trackers on them to make it easier for the host to hunt.] 

"Good. I'll leave it to you, Yue." said Xuebao. 

[I'll report the results tonight. Host, your husband is coming.] 

As soon as System Yue says that a coat was wrapped around Xuebao from behind. Meizhou who just 

finished his guarding duties had come over to look for his chosen female and spend more time with 

Xuebao. 

"Why are you here alone, Bao'er?" asked Meizhou as he hugs him from behind placing his arms around 

Xuebao's waist. 

"Just thinking about the change of weather during winter. I wanted to look for caves before snow storms 

arrived. It is better than going down the mountain." said Xuebao. 



Meizhou turned serious when he heard about this issue. He knew how cruel the snowstorms and hails 

are. 

"The beast caves in this area is only enough to provide shade for a small family. There are at least 100 

families in our tribe." said Meizhou. 

Xuebao looked at Meizhou and understood what he wanted to say. It means that beast caves would not 

be enough to keep them all safe and being separated means the other tribesmen might fall in danger. 

"The caves I'm thinking of looking at weren't those of ordinary beast houses. I'm talking about those 

huge savage beasts caves." said Xuebao. 

Meizhou showed a surprised expression hearing what his chosen female planned to do. Indeed the 

savage beasts had larger build than normal wild animals. They are as tall as those buildings in his 

dreams. If they are able to occupy at least one of those caves then they would at least be safe when the 

snowstorm or hail arrives. The problem is, those savage beasts are not only large. They are carnivorous 

and sometimes live in packs. Unless there is one savage beast who lives alone, it will be impossible for 

this plan to be achieved. 

"Bao'er do you know a savage beast that is huge in size but lives on its own?" asked Meizhou. 

Depending on the answer of Xuebao, Meizhou may or might not agree to his beloved's plan. 

Xuebao suddenly turned his body and looked at Meizhou while wrapping his arms on the latter's waist. 

There's a huge grin on his petite but flawless face. 

"There is indeed one. But this savage beast is the largest of its kind. It's ferociousness and strength is 

above all savage beasts. It's the most dangerous savage beast to exist. Are you willing to try hunting this 

savage beast with me?" asked Xuebao. 

Meizhou observes his chosen female for a moment. He could see a wide grin on that beautiful face and 

within those sky blue orbs were emotions of excitement, thrill and bloodlust. The feeling of unparalleled 

strength which could cause destruction can be felt coming from his beloved. Somewhere inside him 

believes that if his beloved really wants to ruin something, even him wouldn't be able to stop him. This is 

the undeniable potential this person possesses. 

At the present time, Meizhou recalled a part of that vague dream of his. Even though in those dreams 

both he and his beloved have different faces and lifestyles. He believes that these dreams were his past 

lives and in this every past life, Xuebao is always with him. 

The contents of the dreams Meizhou is talking about: In the world where Ye Xiajie first woke up and 

appeared before his wife. This is a scene in their third past life as Meng Anya and Mo Yijun. 

Mo Yijun looked straight at those loving eyes, "Wife, do you care about the world?" 

"Not really." Replied Meng Anya without hesitation. 

"Wife… What do you hate the most?" 

"Boredom." 



"What do you love the most?" 

"You." 

Mi Yijun asked, "After me what do you like next?" 

It took a while before Meng Anya answered that last question. An entertained smile appeared on Meng 

Anya's face as he wrapped his hands around his husband's waist. "Destruction." 

--- 

According to that dream his beloved likes destruction only second to himself. This is like his beloved's 

true nature. Something that is born only to him. Xuebao is a person who loves destruction above 

everything before he even existed in his world. Thought this person chose to hide his true nature 

because of him. Meizhou is not foolish enough to feel scared or angry towards Xuebao knowing this. It is 

because Xuebao loves him that this adorable person is willing to make him his first priority above 

everything, always. Knowing this Meizhou couldn't help but indulge him. Pamper him endlessly and do 

everything to keep this person he loves the most, happy.  

The arms around Xuebao's waist tightens and Meizhou lowered his head to meet Xuebao's forehead. 

Staring at each other's eyes. They can only see each other's presence. Seeing Xuebao's short moment of 

astonishment, Meizhou chuckles as his cold expression fades into a smile. Like a cold breeze in the 

middle of scorching summer. 

"I am willing to accompany you anywhere you wish to go. Help you with everything you wish to do and 

to be with you no matter where you will go." said Meizhou. 

Meizhou's reply seems like a love confession in Xuebao's ears. Xuebao can stop happiness from 

appearing on his face as he laughs. 

"Very well then! You can accompany forever. Even in our eternity, I will never let you go~" said Xuebao 

as he stood in his toe reaching the lips of the man before him. 

They've shared a kiss that shows their affection and everlasting love for each other. It's a chaste kiss 

which they will continue to exchange together for a very, very long time. Whether in this life or in the 

future they would have. 

Chapter 114: 5.16 First Violet Star - Infighting 

The decision of Xuebao and Meizhou to look for a huge cave in preparation for the snowstorm during 

the winter season have been approved by the tribe leader and all elders in the Lune Tribe. But there are 

some conditions attached to it. First, Meizhou and Xuebao must lead the hunting group consisting of 

male warriors as well as the gathering team made of female beastmen. 

The gathering team would follow Tuzi and Xiong commands while half of the warriors are to protect the 

gathering team no matter what. The second in command in the hunting team would be Warrior Lang 

and Warrior Laohu. Doctor Sheya and his apprentices would join the gathering team and look for herbs 

at the same time. 

The other half of the hunting team would listen to Warrior Meizhou and facilitate this team to look for 

wild beasts while scouting the area. But among the group, Xuebao's authority is the highest. During 



incidental encounters with savage beasts everyone is entitled to follow Xuebao's command without 

question. The reason for this is because among everyone in the group Xuebao is able to differentiate the 

savage beasts and also knows the weakness of each kind. 

The goals of this huge hunting group are two. First is to gather enough food for winter and Second, 

Xuebao needs to look for a cave they could use during the snowstorm. The elders asked the first goal to 

be prioritized but Xuebao chose the second one as his priority. 

At dawn. 

Everyone in the team was provided by the hunting clothes and gears, Tuzi and the other craftsmen of 

the tribe had prepared overnight. Every warrior was asked to wear the fully clothed camouflage uniform 

Xuebao first wore during his first hunting. But this time there are some padded lining above their vitals 

for extra protection. They were equipped with hardened wood shields and sharpened stone knives. 

Some had hammers or spears with them as well. 

In front of the team Meizhou stood straight and firm as a mountain. His clothes were unlike the others. 

He didn't have the same camouflage pattern as the rest. Instead his clothes were given a design of a 

jaguar melanistic shade with white cobwebs pattern on it. On his shoulder a petite young man wearing 

the opposite color of what Meizhou is wearing sat above him. 

This young man is Xuebao. He is wearing a snow leopard pattern. Pure white overall clothes with light 

grey spotted patterns on it. Obviously these two leaders were wearing what you call a couple clothes. 

This is a personal ordered hunting clothes from Xuebao to Tuzi last night. But unlike Meizhou who is 

holding a spear in his possession, Xuebao only has a pair of twin short blades hanging on his side. 

Everyone could hear Xuebao humming within the silence area. 

Humming~ 

Meizhou stabbed his spear beside him as he held his chosen female's thigh which are hanging on his 

shoulders. He could even wrap his large hands around his female's slim ankles. 

"Are you happy, Bao'er?" asked Meizhou, unlike his usual cold tone, his voice was made gentle and 

tender whenever he spoke with his beloved. 

"Hum~ I have a feeling that my luck today would be good~~ Hehe~" replied Xuebao as played with his 

husband's hair which is now soft thanks to the homemade hair treatments he prepared for them. 

There's even a scent of mint added in it. 

Meizhou took his beloved's hand and landed a kiss on it, "As long as you're happy." he said with a doting 

gaze. 

Within this whole month as a tribe leader's proxy, many things were invented thanks to Xuebao's ideas. 

The sewage system was planned to be developed after the snow storm. He had invented necessities like 

homemade shampoos, conditioners and soap which the female beastmen ended up liking. Some men 

who like cleanliness like Doctor Sheya had welcomed this product with open arms. He even taught them 

how to make cheese, butter and other dairy products which made the cooking evolve to another level. 



As a person who loves cleanliness, he asked Meizhou to make a bathroom in his place as this the house 

he would live in the future. Some tribesmen heard about this and informed the tribe elders, asking 

whether they could do the same thing. Which in the end, made those old men to once again capture 

their young leader for house arrest to ask him for more of his ideas. Thanks to this house arrest, 

Xuebao's ideas for a sewage and drainage system were talked about. Even animal breeding for wild 

pheasants, pigs, cows and buffalos were recorded by the tribe authorities. 

The Tribe Priest especially loves Xuebao's idea of creating papers and even asked his apprentices to 

watch for the materials Xuebao had listed for making homemade papers. The plan to improve the 

houses was planned as well. While looking for natural cement, Xuebao had improvised them with the 

idea of using animal skin and hardened woods for house foundations for now. 

A lot of things have been done in a month and the whole tribe was busy thanks to the ideas their young 

leader has. Because of this Xuebao's position as the tribe leader's successor was finally set in stone. 

Tuzi who just finished equipping the gathering group with a big basket had come over in front to report. 

Following him is warrior Lang and warrior Xiong completely geared. Doctor Sheya and warrior Laohu are 

also standing not far from them waiting for their young leader's command. 

"Baobao, hah~ I've got everyone bring a basket with us as you ordered. sigh~ so tired~" said Tuzi. 

"Good job. Orders for the gathering team. Split your group into three. First team will gather fruits, the 

second one vegetables and the last one follow Sheya and his apprentice and gather as much herbs as 

you can. Tuzi and Sheya will lead the gathering team, understood?" said Xuebao. 

"As you order, Young leader!" Tuzi and Sheya accepted their task. 

Xuebao gently pats Meizhou's face asking him to give the following orders to the hunting team. Even if 

the overall group's authority is under Xuebao's command, he wouldn't overstep in his partner's right of 

leadership. 

Meizhou held his beloved's hand but his expression turned serious while looking at the hunting team 

before him. Feeling the heavy presence excluded by the strongest of their tribe, those warrior's 

wandering eyes had all turned firm as they looked in front. They were standing straight as a rod, looking 

tough and unified. Even Tuzi was frightened by Meizhou's aura hid himself behind Lang and Xiong 

unconsciously. In this past month his relationship with these two male beastmen have gone beyond 

friendship. They are now his guardians. 

But the other male leads like Sheya and Laohu on the other hand had not gotten close to Tuzi. Doctor 

Sheya only treats Tuzi like an innocent na?ve little brother and nothing beyond that. While on the other 

hand Laohu is giving him, Xuebao, a headache. He has been challenging Meizhou nonstop for the whole 

month. Ever since the day Xuebao had beaten him up, Laohu had become quite obsessed with Xuebao. 

If not because Laohu is one of the tribe elders' son, Meizhou would have beaten him dead already. The 

Tribe Leader even personally comforts Meizhou about this. Meizhou only calmed down when the tribe 

leader promised to announce their engagement after winter. 



"The hunting group will split into two teams. One will stay at the rear. Your task is to protect the whole 

group from danger coming from behind. Your priority is to protect the gathering group especially the 

females who can't fight. Lang and Xiong will lead this team." said Meizhou. 

"Yes sir!" said Lang and Xiong. 

Next he looked at Laohu and said, "Laohu will lead the second team. You are to closely follow me and 

Bao'er. Your priority is to hunt. The targets will be the ones Bao'er said yes to. Understand." said 

Meizhou. 

Laohu gritted his teeth but still answered, "U-Understood." he said. 

"By the way anyone who goes against my orders will be beaten up by me truly~ be careful~~" said 

Xuebao with a beautiful smile on his face but those who have seen it had a face that turned pale in that 

instant. The meaning of those words are 'Pissed me off and I'll beat you up. Tehehe~' 

Xuebao exclaimed, "Well then! Let's go!" 

With Xuebao and Meizhou in the lead the whole group had departed. Meanwhile within the group of 

female beastmen, a certain female is staring intently at Tuzi who was at the rear with Lang and Xiong. 

This female had an evil smile on his face as he stared at Tuzi. 

"You won't be able to laugh after today~ hehehe~" 

Without him knowing his weird expression was seen by Sheya incidentally. Within those emerald eyes 

glints with craftiness as he stares at that weird female beastman. 

The progress of the journey began at the right track. Wild boars and wild pheasants in herds were found 

thanks to Xuebao guiding the way, with the help of System Yue. Within three hours the group had 

already caught 10 wild boars and 40 pheasants. Most of it was caught alive by Xuebao's orders. The 

team is currently resting in the part of the forest where fruits, vegetables and herbs were abundant. 

Though this place is near the borders of those savage beasts' territory, with System Yue monitoring the 

surrounding, Xuebao will know if there is something approaching their team. 

[Host we are about 10 meters away from that cave you wanted to see. I suggest you find a reason to 

separate from the group.] 

"I think of something." 

[Male lead Doctor Sheya is approaching the host.] 

"This is one of the troublesome Male Leads that doesn't seem to be falling in love with that rabbit. 

What's wrong with him?" asked Xuebao. 

[Actually I might know the reason for this. Host do you remember that soul which used to be your 

assistant in the past world. I've checked it with my boss and he seems connected with the God System 

before he was imprisoned in the Nether System.] 

"That's surprising news. What is his identity?" asked Xuebao. 

[He is a Prisoner #61305. Real name, Yun Ming.] 



"Yun Ming? The former God of Fate. Hahaha~ isn't that the man who tried to forcefully tie his fate string 

with the God of Reincarnation even by going against the Divine Laws!?" 

[God of Fate? God of Reincarnation?] 

"Nothing much. That incident is just one of the most epic love stories in the whole God System. The God 

of Fate and God of Reincarnation were childhood friends. Rumors say they were childhood sweethearts 

but believe me, they are only friends. It was the God of Fate who is one-sidedly in love with the God of 

Reincarnation." 

[Host seems to know both the God of Fate and God of Reincarnation well?] 

"The God of Fate is a foodie like me though he is a very silent man. Not that close but barely an 

acquaintance. The God of Reincarnation on the other hand is just an annoying workaholic old man who 

couldn't even get a single vacation approved in these few millennia." 

[How many Millenia did he work without taking a single vacation?] 

"According to the data, it should be 5 millennia. He had been working nonstop for 5 000 years. Well he 

couldn't really take a vacation. It's hard to find someone to do his job after all." said Xuebao. 

[Can Yue ask what kind of work does the God of Reincarnation does?] 

"Oh~ no worries it's not even a secret. I can tell you. That fool works as the Main God in God System as 

well as my Uncle's disciple. He is someone who works directly under the Ruler Gods. So it is really 

impossible for him to take a vacation unless I took over his job which... I will never agree~ Hehehe~" said 

Xuebao. 

[Wouldn't that mean he will have to work forever?] 

"Well~ unless my uncles give me a cousin then he can only continue working like that. I really don't 

know what the God of Fate saw to that workaholic man. So what is wrong with this Sheya?" said 

Xuebao. 

[Yes. This Sheya is that Yun Ming. But since he is a prisoner his whole memories were taken from him 

and he is tasked to complete the tasks without failure else he could only endlessly suffer within these 

never-ending worlds.] 

Xuebao remembers that man who always ended up as Yun Ming's partner in every world. Based on this 

information about Yun Ming being a prisoner, this can only mean that person is his Executioner. But why 

is it instead of just watching his prisoner, he is even helping him with his task. 

"If there's a prisoner which means he has an Executioner right?" asked Xuebao nonchalantly. 

[Ah~ Yes of course. It is... hm? Eh? A warden. Why is it a warden instead of an Executioner!? What is 

happening here? Do I need to report this to the boss, Host?] 

"Forget about it. It is more fun this way anyway~~" said Xuebao with an amused smile on his face. 

--- 



Doctor Sheya approached Xuebao and saluted respectfully. Xuebao is currently seating on a low 

branched tree while Meizhou is giving orders to the hunting team not far from him. He is overlooked 

after the whole team. 

"Young leader! Sheya gives his greeting." he said. 

"What is it?" asked Xuebao. 

"Actually there is something I need to report. It is about Tuzi. He might be in danger." 

"Oh~ Tell me..." 

"A female beastman named Sia seems to be planning against him. Please advise Tuzi to be careful. He 

might not believe me if it came from me." said Sheya. 

"Sia is a tribe elder's female son. If I'm not wrong he should be an admirer of my A'Mei, but it seems he 

is only a jealous female who envies all other females with lovers. He can't afford to offend me for 

Meizhou but he is willing to give a fight for Lang and Xiong. Why don't you just seduce the kid?" said 

Xuebao with a sly smile. 

Sheya smiled back and replied, "Should I?" he asked. 

"Tsk! So fake. Keep an eye on him. Don't inform that silly rabbit or that straight forward block head. You 

can hint at Xiong instead. Catch him in the act. So I can pass punishment on him reasonably. There are 

only a few things he could do in this kind of setting anyway." said Xuebao. 

"Then I will observe them from a distance and inform the young leader right away," said Sheya. 

"You can inform me using this." said Xuebao who passed a small handmade flare and flint to Sheya. "You 

should know how to use it right?" 

"Of course. You can leave it to me!" said Sheya. 

Xuebao looked at Sheya with an observing gaze while the latter allowed the cold and intelligent young 

man before him to stare at him. 

"You should just accept the fact of what you are. Even if you tried to cover up your scent with countless 

herbs there are those with sharp noses like I or A'Mei does. If not because of that, Meizhou wouldn't 

even allow you to approach this near me." said Xuebao. 

Sheya flinched when he heard Xuebao's words. He then noticed a scrutinizing gaze from the distance 

which is coming from Meizhou. Sheya understood the hidden meaning of Xuebao's words. 

"Thank you for your concern Young Leader. I will be careful." said Sheya before walking away after 

completing his report. 

Meizhou went back to Xuebao's side and placed an arm around his waist in a possessive manner. 

"Have they caught enough to last for the whole winter?" asked Xuebao as he caresses Meizhou's face 

with a loving gaze. 

Meizhou hugged Xuebao as he placed his head on his beloved's lap. 



"Should be enough for normal consumption." replied Meizhou. 

Xuebao allowed this clingy guy to hug him while he played with his hair. 

"I found the place I wanted. Do you wish to check it with me?" asked Xuebao. 

Meizhou with his chin on his female's lap, looked up and said, "I will go with you." 

"Next time I will just bring you with me without asking. You always reply with the same words." replied 

Xuebao with a pout on his face. 

Seeing such adorable expressions Meizhou couldn't help but pull his beloved for a kiss. Ignoring all 

surrounding eyes on them as if they are the only people in the world. 

"Don't you think those two are getting clingier with each other?" said Tuzi standing in between Lang and 

Xiong. 

Sheya who just got back overheard his words and gave him a criticizing eyes especially at those hands 

clasped together with Lang and Xiong. 

"You can say that to yourself. You even have two with you." said Sheya. 

Hearing this Lang and Xiong couldn't help but blushed as they tried to hide their face. Only Tuzi 

responded trying to save face. 

"I only hold hands in public. Those two hold hands, hug and kiss! So unfair!!" exclaimed Tuzi who just 

dug his own grave. 

Sheya smiled at him sweetly and said, "You guys heard him." 

Lang and Xiong nodded at each other and decided to pull this perverted rabbit behind that tree over 

there for a moment. 

Lang carried their female by his waist, "Excuse us for a moment." he said while walking away from the 

crowd.  

Before Xiong went along after the two, Sheya whispered something to his ears that made this adorable 

bear wear a serious expression for a moment. After giving a nod at Sheya, he also walked away to follow 

where their female was carried by his friend. 

Chapter 115: 5.17 First Violet Star - Display of Strength 

After the hunting team returned with their spoils. The young leader had all asked them to gather. Once 

everyone had come Xuebao announced the second goal of today's hunting. 

"The first goal of today's hunt had been reached. Everyone is to return back to the tribe. Meizhou and I 

will? now pass the highest authority to Sheya. The moment we separated from the group everyone in 

the tribe must listen to Sheya unconditionally. Otherwise you shall be punished by Tribe Laws." said 

Xuebao. 

Once this announcement was made. Everyone showed astonishment. Even Sheya who is usually calm 

was surprised this time. 



"Why are you separating from the group Young Leader?" asked Sheya. 

"The goal of today's hunt is two. Food and... Shelter." replied Xuebao. 

"Shelter?" echoed by everyone in bewilderment. 

At that moment Sheya thought of things thoroughly in his head. His eyes suddenly widens as if he had a 

realization. 

Meizhou was the one who responded this time. 

"Same reason as your mind. The snowstorm will hit this peak 3 weeks later. In preparation for that 

Bao'er has been looking for a huge cave where we could temporarily reside until the snowstorm has 

passed." explained Meizhou. 

"You've found the cave you've been looking for but something else resides in it? A huge savage beast?" 

asked Sheya to clear the confusion in his mind. 

Tuzi who seems to get things right away with more details was frightened. His face turned ashen in 

fright, the target of Xuebao and Meizhou is even more dangerous than the rest know. Only someone 

from the modern era like him could imagine the horror of a Tyrannosaurus Rex. 

"A-Are you guys planning on fighting that? Only with the two of you!? Baobao!! That's a T-Rex. 

Tyrannosaurus Rex are the most ferocious and deadly among the dinosaurs. It's their King! It's so 

dangerous!!?" exclaimed Tuzi as he ran towards Xuebao grabbing his sleeves. 

Everyone who is not that knowledgeable when it comes to savage beasts were bewildered by Tuzi's 

reaction. But his ashen face shows the terror of this savage beast called Tyrannosaurus Rex. At this 

moment even Sheya who was calm all the time had a frown on his face while looking at the smiling 

Xuebao and expressionless Meizhou before them. If the words Tuzi had spoken just now are real then 

the journey these two would have had, had a result of only a battle against that savage beast. 

"Among all the savage beasts, T-Rex is the only one among it's race that doesn't live in herds. The reason 

for this is because it eats too much. As for why I choose this savage beast as a target is because it is 

better to kill a solitary beast than fighting an entire herd. Tyrannosaurus Rex likes to roam around near 

the forest or the river because it is an area that most likely to have lots of prey. The cave it lives in would 

be the most suitable to use for temporary shelter." explained Xuebao. 

"B-But... it's biting power is twice the strength of its body. The tail is the strongest part of its body. It has 

speed and power that is above most dinosaurs. Even if you and Meizhou work together once you get 

caught even once then... it only means death! Baobao, let's just go down the mountain before the 

snowstorm. Fighting a Tyrannosaurus Rex is a life-threatening task!!" said Tuzi, trying his best to 

convince Xuebao in fighting the savage beast. 

"Tuzi. A'Mei indeed had the strongest power in our tribe. This is undeniable but... since when did I say 

that my forte is only speed?~~" said Xuebao as he suddenly controlled the force his small body has and 

focused it all on his foot. 

STOMPED! 

BAM!!! 



With a single stomp on the ground under him, a 3 meter size whole appeared under his foot. Those who 

were near him, except for Meizhou who had expected it, had all fallen within the approximately 3 feet 

tall and 3 meters wide ditch. Tuzi, Sheya, Lang, Xiong and the rest who had fallen with them were now 

looking at Xuebao like some kind of God. This obvious show of almighty strength is beyond the means of 

a strong warrior. Even the strongest of their tribe, Meizhou, is unable to do this kind of thing while not in 

his beast form. 

Gawking at the huge hole and the smiling beautiful female beastman who made such a thing, the rest of 

the hunting and gathering team were now rendered speechless. Only Meizhou, who stood quietly 

beside his chosen female, sighed with a hint of helplessness. 

Sigh~ 

Meizhou looked at his fallen tribesmen in the ditch and issued a command, "Stand up!" 

Once they've heard Meizhou's voice, those shocked tribesmen return back to reality and stand up one 

by one leaving the ditch. They were looking at Xuebao with eyes of amazement and reverence. 

Xuebao showed a cunning smile seeing their expression. "I looking for that savage beast with the reason 

for shelter is an excuse. I only wanted to clear this forest of such deadly hunters to keep the area of our 

tribe's territory safe. Going to kill the savage beast for it's house is only for this season. Once spring 

arrives once more, I should be able to find the material needed to upgrade the housing of our tribe. 

Next winter, we wouldn't need to hide in a cave or go down the mountain because by then, I would 

have solved the problem of housing in our tribe." he explained. 

The group was once again shocked by this announcement. 

"Anyway stop being surprised by every single thing. Go back to the tribe and wait for us to return home. 

Well the tribe leader would most likely send back a few of you as reinforcement. When you happen to 

be included in that group then I will leave the clean up to you guys. For now since the quota for hunting 

has been completed you guys should return home first. It will be harder for us to protect everyone if you 

come with me and A'Mei. Be careful on your way back." said Xuebao who walked away deeply into the 

forest. 

"Sheya takes the leadership and makes sure to lead the rest back to the tribe." said Meizhou. 

"I will. Please don't worry." replied Sheya. 

Meizhou's eyes wandered to Laohu who now has an expression of ambivalence. The strength Xuebao 

had just shown is beyond any warrior even his, had shown. Based on this little show of strength alone 

could land Xuebao's rank as someone stronger than him. For some reason Meizhou doesn't seem to 

mind the fact that his beloved is stronger than him. As if in his heart he had longed accepted the fact 

that Xuebao has always been the strongest one between the two of them. 

For Meizhou, he doesn't really care who is stronger than the two of them. As long as he knows that 

Xuebao loves him the most, the rest doesn't really matter to him. 

"Laohu. Work with Sheya. After the I and Bao'er left you would be the strongest in the tribe. You must 

protect the rest well. Understood?" said Meizhou. 



Hearing his name despite being in a state of trance, "U-Understood." Laohu responded. 

"Pack up and return to the tribe." said Meizhou before following after his beloved who took off earlier. 

He also disappeared within the deepest parts of the forest while following the scent of his future mate. 

Once Meizhou had disappeared from the deepest part of the forest, The silence from the group he left 

behind had suddenly turned chaotic. A commotion took place. These people had surrounded the ditch 

made by Xuebao looking like excited children as they looked at the proof of undeniable strength before 

them. 

"Wow~ this is amazing!!!" 

"A hole was made with a single stomped from the young leader!? Just how much strength does he have 

in that small figure of his!!!?" 

"Powerful enough to turn you into a meat paste if you got hit by the young leader!?" 

"Who are you calling a meat paste!? You would be one too if you got punched by the young leader using 

his real strength!" 

"I wonder who is the strongest one between Warrior Leader Meizhou and Young Leader Xuebao?" 

"Don't think much about it? We can never know about it." 

"What do you mean? Wouldn't we know if they fight each other once?" 

"Are you a fool?! Have you forgotten what relationship those two have!! They are future mates!! I've 

never heard of mates fighting even in the whole history of our races. So give up the idea of asking the 

two to fight!" 

"Well~ that is also true~" 

"Just be thankfully that this couple is from our tribe. As long as they exist our tribe will continue to 

remain." 

"Their offspring would be the strongest in the future." 

"Hahaha~ indeed!!!" 

Sheya had to scold them for these fools to pick up the pace of packing. Meanwhile without him noticing, 

Tuzi was called by the female beastman named Sia to come with him somewhere. Lang and Xiong were 

dragged by the rest of the hunting team to talk about their boss and young leader's strength, didn't 

noticed their female leaving their side. Sheya, on the other hand, got preoccupied with controlling the 

group and ordering them to pack up fast so they could return back to the Lune Tribe and report to the 

tribe leaders and elders about the current situation.  

Once everyone else just finished packing only then Sheya noticed that some female beastmen from the 

gathering team had disappeared. Tuzi who is supposed to be under his observation was now missing 

together with that female beastman named Sia from his report. Seeing this he could only ask for Tuzi's 

guardians where their female is. 

"Lang! Xiong! Where is Tuzi?!" asked Sheya with urgency. 



Warrior Lang showed confusion on his face as he looked around for his suddenly missing female. Xiong 

scanned his surroundings as well but unlike Lang's bewildered expression, he has worry imprinted on his 

face. 

"I don't know! Tutu was just beside us just now!" replied Lang. 

Xiong who showed panic upon not seeing even that female beastman named Sia, "That female 

beastman called Sia is also gone! That wretch! Did he bring Tutu away while we are distracted!!?" he 

exclaimed. 

Sheya's expression turned ugly in this moment. 

"Lang! You have the sharpest nose among the group and know Tuzi's scent well. Could you try picking up 

Tuzi's scent!? We must find him or it will be too late!" said Sheya. 

Bewildered Lang asked, "What the hell is happening? Why would Tutu be in danger!?" 

"That female called Sia is your admirer. He wanted Tutu to disappear so his chances with you remain!? 

Go pick up Tutu's scent. Our female is in danger!!!" explained Xiong in a few words. 

"That damn female fox!!!" yelled Lang. 

The words Xiong had said made Lang's expression turn dark. He instantly transformed in his beast form. 

Instantly a huge grey wolf appeared before the group. He started sniffing around to pick up the scent of 

his female. Xiong was following closely to him intending to go with him as they looked for their female 

together. 

"Lang. Xiong. Go ahead and look for Tuzi. I will escort the rest of the group back to the tribe and rejoin 

you guys as soon as possible. Lit this flare when you found Tuzi. Once this flare is lit, the young leader 

will know and come over or I will go see where you guys are. Good thing the young leader gave me two. 

I'll leave one with you." said Sheya as he passed one of the flares to Xiong. 

They watched as Xiong and Lang separated from the group to look for their chosen female, Tuzi, whose 

location and situation is unknown. 

Meanwhile Sheya and Laohu escorted the rest of the group back to the tribe. As soon as they got back, 

they reported the whole thing. Everything about Xuebao and Meizhou plans and Tuzi's sudden 

disappearance. Upon hearing the culprit is a female beastman named Sia, Sia's father, one of the elders 

in the tribe, had a hideous expression upon hearing this news. This elder immediately ordered his 

female son's capture and allowed the tribe to issue that son's punishment. 

The reinforcement team was led by Sheya and Laohu. This team was split into two. One to assist Xuebao 

and Meizhou. The other one is help with looking for the missing female Tuzi. Tuzi is quite important to 

the Lune Tribe as he is the successor of the Tribe Priest. His importance to the tribe is only second to 

Xuebao and Meizhou. Because of this, the mastermind of Tuzi's disappearance, the female beastman 

called Sia is now deemed as a criminal of their Tribe. 

Chapter 116: 5.18 First Violet Star - Fighting the Tyrannosaurus Rex 

A team led by Sheya roamed around the forest to look for the missing Tuzi. Thanks to the other dog type 

beastmen, they were able to follow the trails left by Warrior Lang and Apprentice Priest Xiong. 



On the other hand. 

Near the center of the forest with a river side just a few steps away, Xuebao and Meizhou found a 

gigantic cave. The cave is almost 13 meters tall in height. The entrance is as wide as 8 meters 

approximately. Near the entrance of the cave, countless animal bones in varying sizes were found. It was 

too many, that once it was piled up, a small mountain of white bone could be made. 

Meizhou's vigilance heightens when he hears a low sound of breathing coming inside the cave. The 

breathing seems to be slow and deep, obviously the thing inside the cave is asleep. Looking around the 

area, he seems to have eaten bone remnants by the cave entrance. 

"It seems... to have just gotten to... sleep?" said Meizhou. 

Xuebao explained to his bewildered lover, "It is born with a small brain. It only knows how to eat and 

reproduce. It's dull wittedly by nature. Once it's full it usually takes a sleep. Moreover it's winter, even if 

you're warm blooded once you're full and your surroundings are soothing you'll feel asleep instantly." 

"Warm blooded? Isn't it just a huge lizard?" asked Meizhou innocently. He heard the appearance of T-

Rex from his beloved and most of its characteristics are not that much different from lizards though 

there is a huge difference in size. 

Hearing his lover's comments made Xuebao laugh. His chuckles echo in the area he didn't really care 

whether the savage beast heard his voice nor care whether it would wake up. They were here to kill it 

anyway.  

Chuckles~ "My dear this thing might be a huge lizard. It really looks like one but it almost had no 

weakness. This is the reason why it is called King of the savage beasts. Are you sure you wanted to fight 

it alone?" asked Xuebao. 

Meizhou nodded his head without hesitation. On their way here he talked about it with his beloved. He 

asked him if he could allow him to fight the dinosaur instead. At the beginning Meizhou is going to let 

his beloved fight it for fun but after that event just now, showed his tribesmen about Xuebao's hidden 

strength. It was overwhelming even for him who was deemed as the strongest beastmen in their tribe.? 

He wanted to show the tribe that only he is worthy of being Xuebao's future mate. No else is allowed to 

take his place no matter what. 

After knowing what kind of thoughts his husband had in his head, Xuebao had decided to let him kill the 

T-Rex instead. He wanted his husband to retain the dignity he has as the strongest male in the tribe. 

Even if he won't be able to have his fun this time, there are many chances he could do so in the future 

anyway. Let Meizhou fight the savage beast for now. 

"Okay. Listen for me for a bit. You mustn't get caught no matter what. Even though its hands are short, 

that lizard can still use it. The biting strength of that dinosaur is enough to cut you into half. Be 

extremely careful with its tail as that's the strongest part the T-Rex possesses. In short, never receive a 

hit, never get caught and bite it's neck without hesitation. You should cut off his movement first before 

going for a kill. I will only interfere when your situation is dire enough that you will definitely lose your 

life. Even if you lost your limbs I wouldn't help you as you wished." said Xuebao as his smile faded and 

only worry was shown within those cerulean orbs. 



Feeling the concern from his beloved made Meizhou glad. Xuebao had never hidden his emotions 

towards him. His happiness, sadness, anger, concern and love all can be seen on his face when looking 

at him. Even when his beloved is completely cold towards strangers, he will forever only be kind to him. 

This is because he is the person Xuebao loves the most. Like how he loves him as his everything. 

Gently caressing his wife's cheeks, Meizhou lowered his head and kissed his forehead. Then the space 

under his eyes, his cheeks, nose, chin and finally those soft, cerise lips. He loves kissing Xuebao the most 

as it made his life complete. 

"I will be cautious with my every step. Just watch me present this beast's body for you, my beloved." 

said Meizhou. 

"Okay. Then I'll watch you from above the trees. Be careful! I will wait for your present." replied Xuebao 

who once again pulled his man for another lingering kiss. 

The Tyrannosaurus Rex is the king of the savage beasts in this world. It has a very keen sense of smell 

and an outstanding sight. It could immediately see these pair of beastmen who smell very tasty in his 

nose. Even though it just finished eating a meal just now, Tyrannosaurus Rex eats a lot that you can call 

a glutton among the savage beasts. 

The savage beast ran out of it's cave with urgency that couldn't be explained except for the drool 

flowing from its slightly opened mouth. It took huge strides towards the two delicious beastmen he 

preyed on. But Meizhou and Xuebao had already noticed it the first time it stood from it's cave. The 

keen sense of these two were unparalleled among the warriors within the Lune Tribe. 

"I'm going now." said Xuebao. 

"Just watch me." responded Meizhou. 

Xuebao nodded his head before leaping out the way. A jump from Xuebao took him above the trees 

instantly. He only jumped for show, what he used was his teleportation skills. He watched the battle 

from above. The Tyrannosaurus Rex with its huge stride runs towards Meizhou who observes the beast 

calmly. He took the spear on his back and instantly fling it towards the left eye of this low defense 

stance savage beast. He used his full strength when he threw the spear. The weapon flew with the 

speed of sound and the savage beast was unable to take notice of it. 

Only when it's left eye was stabbed that it reacted with a loud agonizing howl. 

RROARR!!! 

Xuebao and System Yue who saw the whole scene were delighted, especially Yue. 

[Wow~ the Lord God's soul fragment is bad ass!! He hit a vital with one move!] 

A proud smile appeared on Xuebao's face, "Of course! This is the man who was able to exchange blows 

with me in my serious fighting state. When it comes to fighting instinct alone, he is even above me." said 

Xuebao as he remembered the details he got from the God System. 

According to the information Ye Xiajie before becoming a Nether God used to be a Demon War God that 

could even rival the strength of the Sovereign God of Abyss World. As for why Ye Xiajie became the Main 

God of the Nether System, Xuebao needs to ask his father about it. 



The Tyrannosaurus Rex was in rage after losing one of its eyes. He bared his huge fangs at Meizhou and 

glared at him with killing intent. Meizhou on the other hand ignored the spreading murderous intent in 

the surroundings and taunted the savage beast instead. 

"Come, Lizard!" yelled Meizhou. 

As if understanding his words the Tyrannosaurus Rex roared furiously as it chased after Meizhou who 

wanted to change the location for the battle. He wanted to pull away the savage beast from the cave to 

avoid it from being destroyed during the fight. He leads the beast on the open area where he prepares 

to kill the Tyrannosaurus Rex. A few kilometers behind him, a twelve-meter tall Tyrannosaurus Rex was 

smashing through trees and chasing after rushing towards Meizhou in rage. 

The deafening roars from this Tyrannosaurus Rex was enough of the wild beast herds to run away from 

their location. Spreading around the forest while running for their lives. The scattering herds of beasts 

caused chaos within the forest. 

Meanwhile after reaching the designated location Meizhou had chosen to fight the Tyrannosaurus Rex. 

He stood straight at the center waiting for its prey. Unknown to him his golden irises were slightly 

tainting with darkness. Slowly the slumbering soul of Ye Xiajie had started to awaken. Meizhou's calm 

fa?ade and wild aura had slowly wane and steadily turning to an aloof but kingly arrogance that looked 

down upon the world. The moment the Tyrannosaurus Rex felt this change, as if something was poured 

over its head, it's rage fizzled out. Instead it felt immense fear towards that tiny creature who was 

standing before it. 

Of course this sudden change in Meizhou wasn't only felt by the Tyrannosaurus Rex alone. Even Xuebao 

and System Yue felt the overwhelming pressure Meizhou's current aura possesses. This is a presence 

that can be equated to the Gods of this world. No, it is even stronger than the famed Beast God in this 

primitive world. 

"This formidable but pompous aura. Isn't this A'Xia's?" asked Xuebao. 

[H-Host. I think the Lord God's soul has fully awakened in this world. Moreover he fully took cover of 

Meizhou's soul fragment. The dominant soul in that vessel is none other than the Lord God. This is why 

the Heaven Laws of this star isn't coming out to punish him.] 

"Then Meizhou's soul had fully merged with AleXia's soul in this world. This never happened before." 

said Xuebao with an amused expression. 

[It must only mean that the Lord God's soul is slowly gaining its power enough to take control of his soul 

fragments and take over its vessels instead. With this as long the slumbering soul of the Lord God and 

his soul fragment isn't separated with a different vessel then... the only the strongest soul would 

dominate the vessel. The Lord God would be able to accompany the host in this world as Meizhou!!!] 

Xuebao's expression softens where he heard that explanation. 

"That's good. I just wished he wouldn't make a blunder in the next following worlds and get his 

slumbering soul and soul fragments get separated into different bodies. Wouldn't I be the one suffering 

when that time comes?" said Xuebao. 

But it seems his System Yue thought otherwise. 



[What's wrong with them getting separated? At most the host would only get DP in that world 

anyway!?] 

Hearing this Xuebao wouldn't help but swat away this perverted system like a bug. 

"I'm already worrying about that size he has in this world previously and you wanted me to get DP-ed in 

the other worlds!? You corrupted system!! You must have gotten a virus. When we finish this world get 

yourself a virus scan!" retorted Xuebao. 

[Since the host already knows Yue's hobby what's the use of hiding it! I will now freely advise the host to 

give this system an exciting scene to be recorded!!] 

System Yue's voice resounded within Xuebao's head but the culprit itself after getting slapped like a fly 

had returned to his system space to watch. He was afraid of being treated as a ball next time his host 

caught him. System Yue is fearless when it comes to his hobby of collecting Boy's Love moments. 

"AAH! Why do I feel I would really get DP-ed in the other worlds because of this perverse System with 

twisted personality!!!" Xuebao screamed in his mind. 

On the sound of System Yue sniggering laughter replies in his mind. Meanwhile Ye Xiajie who just woke 

up looked at the oversized lizard who suddenly stopped coming for him. After looking through his 

vessel's memories, he instantly looked on the top of the trees looking for his wife. He saw Xuebao 

scream silently in daze. Clearly he is talking with his system in his mind. Seeing this Meizhou smiled 

while looking at his wife whom he missed so much in the last world. 

"This time. I won't allow even the Heavenly Laws or Divine Laws to take you away from me, Jing'er~" 

mumbled Meizhou while looking at Xuebao with his obsidian eyes full of obsession and passionate love. 

Chapter 117: 5.19 First Violet Star - I Miss You 

The dominant soul in the body had become Ye Xiajie which is why despite him being called Meizhou his 

reactions would be totally different from the original Meizhou before Ye Xiajie woke up. This is because 

his memories are complete in this world, Meizhou would now be able to see System Yue his 

subordinate. 

--- 

The Tyrannosaurus Rex seeing that this original easy prey had become a harder bone to chew tried to 

run away. This is instinctive and intuitive reaction when meeting a Demon God being like Meizhou. 

On the other hand, seeing this overgrown lizard suddenly wants to run away made Meizhou remember 

the reason why his wife is just watching from above the trees. It seems his soul fragment wanted to 

rebuild his confidence after seeing Xuebao show his unparalleled strength that one time. 

"Why is my soul fragment in this world seems to be stupid? Is it because it was reborn in a primitive 

world that even it's intelligence had decreased. Tsk! My baby wouldn't even mind if I became an 

ordinary human and Jing'er is a born God. It is normal his physique and soul to be in different levels as 

those ascended deities." mumbled Meizhou. 

Meizhou just sighed seeing the runway beast. He had taken one step which utilized his full agility. His 

strength and speed wouldn't even lose against his wife in this state. He instantly moved and appeared 



near the Tyrannosaurus Rex's tail. Grabbed the tail with one hand and lifted this almost 10 floored 

building with a single land then bashed it on the ground as if throwing a pesky bug. 

BAANG!! 

A huge creature appeared under the Tyrannosaurus Rex. The current state of the savage beast could 

only be explained with one word: Broken. All it's bones were fractured the moment Meizhou had 

smashed it on the ground. It now lost his majestic presence as the King of beast as its grievous howls 

resounds in the whole forest. 

Groaning Howls~~ 

Meizhou's haughty expression remains as he let go of the tail of Tyrannosaurus Rex nonchalantly. He 

walks on its twitching body as if striding on a flat road. He only stopped when he reached the savage 

beast neck. With eyes full of indifference, Meizhou looks down on the howling creature. Ignoring the 

slight pleading expression on the fatally wounded beast, Meizhou stomped his foot on the beast neck 

taking its life as easily as stepping on ants. 

ROA---!!! 

This man was never kind to others except for his lover. 

The Tyrannosaurus Rex had died. 

This is the scene Laohu and his the reinforcement team had witnessed when they've arrived. At the 

beginning they about to reach this place only to be hindered him the escaping herd of wild beasts. They 

had to kill everything to be able to reach this place. Then when they've come to the designated location, 

the scene of Meizhou grabbing the gigantic savage beast by it's tail and slamming it on the ground with 

one hand. Then taking the life of the huge beast with a single stomped what was their group had scene. 

They were rendered speechless and were dumbfounded by such a situation. This is especially true for 

Laohu who thought that his strength is not that much different from Meizhou. 

But what the hell did he just saw. He saw Meizhou grab that enormous beast tail and throw it 

effortlessly on the ground. The savage beast was already half dead with one attack from Meizhou. He 

even saw Meizhou stared at the dying beast emotionlessly as if it couldn't even enter his line of sight. 

The beast died instantly under Meizhou's foot. 

"M-Meizhou???!" hesitatingly calls Laohu in astonishment. 

But Meizhou didn't even give him a glance as he issued his orders. 

"You've brought too little for cleaning up. Dismantle this beast and bring the half back to the tribe. The 

other half would be left in the cave after it was cleaned up." ordered Meizhou. 

Once he didn't receive an answer Meizhou gave the reinforcement team an apathetic glance which 

made the rest of them shivered from his unconcerned glance. 

Flinched!!! 

"Do you not hear my commands?" said Meizhou as his voice turned icy. 



The reinforcement team all saluted in response as they responded in a unified manner. 

"Yes, sir!!!" 

Only Laohu didn't salute nor spoke. He just stared at Meizhou with aghast expression on his face. 

There's a clear disbelief in his bronze eyes. 

Seeing his expression, Meizhou just snorted at him before walking away from the savage beast corpse. 

As soon as he left the corpse the team behind Laohu scrambled towards the beast and started 

dismantling it. Afraid that Meizhou might punish them if they were any seconds late. This is the first 

time they've met a scary Meizhou in their whole life. 

His atmosphere which used to be only cold before turned overbearing this time, that they could hardly 

breathe in his presence. It's like facing an angry Xuebao who intends to make his move to take a life. 

Only at this moment that they believe only Meizhou is suitable to become their tribe's young leader's 

mate. They watched from the distance as Meizhou stood before a nearby tree and looked up above. He 

reached out his hands towards the sky and heard him speak. 

"Go down. I've cleaned up the cave for you. Where's my reward baby~" said Meizhou. 

Then everyone watched a white figure fall from above the tree. Meizhou caught the falling person on his 

arms preciously. This figure is small but familiar. His white hair is slightly messy from the fall and there 

are even few leaves stuck on his hair which their Warrior Leader had tenderly removed. They've 

watched Meizhou smile as he stares at Xuebao within his arms while arranging his messy hair back to 

normal. 

Xuebao stared at Meizhou like he is the only person in his world. His aquamarine eyes were full of 

yearning and passionate love as he looked at Meizhou. He even used his white jade hands to lovingly 

caress Meizhou's face, especially the water droplet shaped mole under his left eyes. 

Meizhou only smiled as he looked at the person giving him pampering eyes. Those celestial light blue 

eyes only reflect his clear figure. With obsidian eyes filled with glowing stars and galaxy, he stared at 

Xuebao with intense fondness and obsession. 

"I miss you a lot. In this world I would be able to accompany you everyday until the end of our lifespan." 

said Meizhou with an affectionate smile on the corner of those thin lips. 

Hearing this kind of promise from someone who only comes out rarely in the past world made Xuebao's 

heart overwhelmed with emotions. For the first time in his life, tears fell from his eyes as if he was 

relieved of something burdening him heavily within his heart and soul. This is why even Meizhou was 

stunned. 

"B-Baby?" calls Meizhou intimately while panicking. 

This intimate familiar way of calling made Xuebao sentimental. Ye Xiajie had only called him baby or 

Jing'er when talking to him and referred to him as wife when talking to others. While the other soul 

fragments call him random affectionate nicknames like beloved, honey, sweetheart and etc. Only Ye 

Xiajie keeps calling him with a ridiculous pet name, 'Baby', every time he wakes up. His heart felt full as 

he reached out his hands to hug Meizhou's neck. Kissing him on his lip abruptly. 



Meizhou who couldn't understand the reason for his lover's tears could only comfort his wife with a 

devoted kiss. He first gently wipes the tears of the beautiful person who was kissing him before 

concentrating on kissing his wife back. 

The kiss was at first gentle and comforting. There is no force between the clashing of two lips. The 

feelings they are sharing with this gesture is a solace can only be felt between the two of them. The 

state of completion. As if what was lost before was finally found at this moment. 

Xuebao has always missed his husband all the time despite sharing lifetimes with him, for him it seems 

to be not enough. He wanted to be with his lover all the time, to be with each other at any moment and 

be able to sleep side by side at night. It is not that he doesn't get comforted with being with his lover's 

soul fragments, it's just that Xuebao felt discontented. 

What he wanted was to spend a lifetime with Ye Xiajie as a whole. Without problems at either of them, 

to be able to spend eternity together as partners. But right now his lover's state is dangerous not only 

his soul is fragmented, his vessel is in complete slumber. On the other hand, he doesn't have his 

memories and he couldn't understand the hidden agenda of his current state. 

After noticing that his wife had calmed down right now, Meizhou breaks their kiss and gently wipes his 

wife's slightly reddening lips. 

"Baby, are you okay?" asked Meizhou. 

"I missed you a lot too." said Xuebao. 

Meizhou smiled when he heard that but seeing that his wife still wanted to say a few more things he 

didn't stop from talking. 

"I should have informed you in that last world about my weakened state but... at the same time I don't 

regret. Because we wouldn't be able to enjoy the 20 plus years freely if you know. Because I know you 

would try to cure me no matter what. But A'Xia you should also know. I as someone connected to the 

very person on top isn't even given a leeway for breaking any Divine Laws. I... I don't want to burden you 

when your soul isn't complete yet. Let's focus on collecting your soul fragments first. This time I promise 

you I wouldn't do that anymore." explained Xuebao as if he is afraid that Meizhou would hate him 

because of his selfish actions from their last life. 

"Don't be angry anymore, okay?" 

Meizhou rubbed his face on Xuebao's cheeks even giving him smacking kisses. He wanted to show his 

wife through his action that he is no longer angry about what happened in their last life. 

"I'm not angry. Jing'er can keep being selfish. I like you that way. This way I could pamper you, spoil you 

endlessly and show you that I will love you no matter what. Just promise me never to hurt yourself 

anymore, okay?" said Meizhou with a doting gaze while looking at Xuebao. 

Xuebao smiled at him sweetly. A true smile which can only be seen by Meizhou alone. 

"Okay. I promise you!" said Xuebao as kissed Meizhou all over his face like an excited kid. 



From the distance everyone else was looking at them with envious eyes. Even Laohu at this moment 

believes that only Meizhou is worthy of Xuebao. This is the first time he had seen Xuebao smile 

affectionately towards someone. He didn't even smile that way towards the tribe leader, his own father. 

Laohu murmured sadly, "I guess... He is not really meant for me. It's time to give up." he stared at the 

smiling Xuebao with a lingering gaze but averted it the moment he decided to look for his own destined 

one. 

"Laohu, what are you doing?" 

"Help us with this. This beast is too large!" 

"Wait. I'm coming over now." said Laohu. 

This time there's a smile on his handsome face. It is no longer showing distress but his usual kindness 

and carefree feeling like he originally possessed. 

Chapter 118: 5.20 First Violet Star - Lion Beastman Shizi 

After defeating the Tyrannosaurus Rex, Meizhou and Xuebao rested by the river to cook some food 

while the rest continued to dismantle the T-Rex body. But since the dinosaur is too big, Meizhou had to 

cut it into half. He left the already dismantled half for the group to finish. While hiding the other half 

from the newly cleaned cave they've conquered. The one who cleaned the whole cave is System Yue 

under the orders of his Lord God, he had to use his real form to clean up the disgusting cave. Zhi Yue 

didn't know how many times he almost puked when cleaning that animal den like a cave. 

While Meizhou is busy roasting meat for Xuebao, the rest of the group just finished dismantling the half 

body of the dinosaur. As if lured by the scent of the delicious aroma of a grilled meat they've all run over 

to where Meizhou and Xuebao are. 

"B-Boss, can we have some?" a beastman warrior asked while drooling. 

Meizhou just gives the beastman a glance as he continues to slice a few parts of the cooked meat. He 

took the tenderest part of the meat placing it on top of a clean banana leaves he garnished with a few 

vegetables, herbs and fruits. 

After taking enough for three people, "Share the rest. After eating we will return to the tribe." said 

Meizhou. 

"Yes, Boss!" said the beastmen warrior who crowds around the meat. 

Meizhou saw Laohu staring at him. 

"What's wrong?" asked Meizhou, his tone was a bit haughty as he couldn't completely portray the 

original coldness of Meizhou's temperament. It is just that the soul inside the vessel is different from 

before but at the same time not. 

Laohu could feel the detachment from Meizhou's voice. "You've... changed, Meizhou." he said. 

"I need to. Or else one would try to steal my mate from me. I needed to get stronger so I would be able 

to match Bao'er. To do that I need to change first." replied Meizhou. 



"I see. Meizhou... I decided to not bother you two anymore. Protect him well." said Laohu. 

A smile appeared on the corner of Meizhou's thin lips, "Of course. It is my duty." he replied before 

walking away to serve his lazy wife napping under a tree shade not far from them. 

Seeing them interact so sickeningly sweet, Laohu was now able to turn a blind eye on such a shameless 

couple. He joined the rest and shared the meat with his other friends. 

While eating roasted dinosaur meat for lunch, Meizhou who was busy feeding his half asleep wife 

suddenly heard his subordinate's report. 

"Lord God. I've finished cleaning that cave. Please give me food as a reward." said Yue. 

Zhi Yue's human form is younger looking than the two before him. He had a petite body and height that 

is even smaller than his host. Like a young boy in his teens. Long dark violet hair, with a braid hanging 

near his left ear. Boyish but more of androgynous features. A small face, thin eyebrows and small nose. 

His eyelashes were silky over her acorn shaped eyes paired with lilac irises. Cerise thin lips and 

unblemished skin with a peaches and cream complexion. He looks like a living doll who is forever unable 

to age. But despite looking young, this system is already 500 plus years old. He is an old man with a 

boyish face. 

He looks like a normal boy looking a bit like a female at the same time not. His appearance is that of a 

good child. Who would believe he is a fanatic boy's love supporter whose hobby is collecting restricted 

video and audio recordings of his boss' love escapades. 

Xuebao passed Zhi Yue his lunch as a reward. 

"After eating you can turn back to your moon avatar. In the next world if you want to play around, 

prepare your own body as well. You have my permission." said Xuebao. 

Zhi Yue who happily accepted the banana leaves full of roasted meat instantly started eating, even 

ignoring his boss's presence. When he heard his host allowing him to join him in the next world with his 

own vessel, Zhi Yu couldn't help but peek on his boss's reaction. 

Meizhou nodded his head. He agrees to anything his wife had to say. "Everything will go as my wife 

wishes. You can make your own preparations." he said. 

"Yes!" exclaimed Zhi Yue. 

--- 

Meanwhile in the other side of the forest, Tuzi is currently on run. He is being chased by another tribe's 

hunting group. Few hours before he followed a female beastman called Sia saying that he wanted help 

with something regarding a weird fruit. Before he could even react, Tuzi was pulled forcefully by Sia. 

He was dragged all the way towards the cliff. Sia said that he saw the weird fruit hanging by the edge of 

the cliff. Tuzi had to look down and was startled to see strawberry bushes full of ripe and big, red 

strawberries. He heard that this fruit is one of Xuebao's favorite snacks. He wanted to ask for help from 

Lang and Xiong to safely take it home and replant it. Only for the female beastman Sia to suddenly push 

him off the cliff while saying. 



"Die! You slut! Lang and Xiong should become the partner of someone like you!" said Sia with a weird 

grin on his face. 

Tuzi falls off the cliff after hearing those last words from that insane female beastman named Sia. 

"You scheming damn fox!!!" yelled Tuzi while falling as he could only watch Sia walk away as if what he 

threw off the cliff is nothing important. 

Thankfully under the cliff is a river. Tuzi ended up having few bruises on his body especially on his back 

when he hit the solid ice within the river. He is lucky that the ice isn't a completely hardened or shaped 

pointy that would be able to take his life instantly. He immediately looked for something to make a fire 

to reduce the coldness of his body. It's already winter. The temperature for this season is too cold for 

Tuzi. He had to turn to his beast form to allow him to bear the coldness while waiting near the bonfire 

he made. 

What Tuzi didn't expect is that he had fallen in some other tribe's territory. The smoke from his bonfire 

made those people from the other tribe know his location and wanted to see if he is a spy of something. 

As soon as he noticed footsteps Tuzi returned to his human form after his temperature stabilized, sadly 

the beastmen from the other side had still seen him. When he saw the sun mark tattoos on their skin, 

Tuzi immediately realized that they were from the Soleil Tribe. The enemy of their Lune Tribe. 

"A female beastman?" 

The beastmen of the other tribe wanted to capture him as soon as they'd seen him. Tuzi instantly 

counterattacked and threw some paralyzing powder on the group before running away. He thought he 

would be able to successfully escape from the Soleil tribe but a strong looking male beastman was still 

able to move after sniffing some paralyzing powder. This man despite his physique being affected by the 

powder is still able to chase after Tuzi. This is Tuzi's current situation.  

"Stop! Stop for me, you female!!" The man from Soleil Tribe yelled at Tuzi while chasing him. 

"Shit! Shit! Shit! Even if you have a refined eight pack abs and a mermaid line even more polished than 

my Lang and Xiong, I will not stop running!!!" murmured Tuzi as he concentrated in running. 

"You dare to poison this lord!!" the man yelled once more. 

Tuzi didn't dare to reply but he murmured loudly talking to himself, "You shithead I didn't poison you! 

That's not a poison, I just wanted to escape. If I get caught I'll be skinned alive once you learn I'm from 

the Lune Tribe." 

Looking at the wet flare from his clothes Tuzi couldn't helped but curse that stupid female fox you 

pushed him of the cliff. 

"That crazy fox. Once I've got back I'll have the elder condemn you! Ahh!! My flares made by the Male 

God had become useless wet sticks! How should I call for help now~" he murmured with tears in his 

eyes. Tuzi was really afraid, he couldn't fight like Xuebao. Once he got caught by that male beastman 

from the enemy tribe he knew his ending wouldn't be good. 

But still he doesn't want to die yet. "AHh~ I only got a kiss from Lang and Xiong with some hanky-panky. 

Wuwuwu~ I haven't had enough yet. I don't want to die as a virgin again!!!" screamed Tuzi in dismay. 



Those who heard him almost tripped face first in astonishment. Even that male beastman from the 

Soleil tribe was shocked the moment he heard the words Tuzi had screamed out. 

"What the hell is wrong with the head of this female!?" the man murmured when he heard Tuzi's 

screams. "Shouldn't he's supposed to be screaming for help!?" 

Then he could still hear him screaming words he couldn't understand. 

"Ah! I wanted a wedding night!? Then get DP-ed!! I heard from Yueyue it should be okay in this female 

beastman's body. Never tear and one night is enough to heal the swelling. A guaranteed 100 % flexibility 

inside and outside!!! AHH! I want to try!!" yelled Tuzi. 

In the moment of life and death situation this perverted rabbit's desires were let out for the world to 

hear. Announcing his warped madness and lust instead of shouting for help. This is the protagonist shou 

of this world. A perverted rabbit female beastman called Tuzi. 

Tuzi continues to scream out his inclination while being chased, thankfully his protagonist halo is still 

working. The Heavenly Laws didn't abandon this perverted heavenly son despite this shameless display 

of desire. Someone came to save him. It was Warrior Lang and Warrior Xiong. 

After hearing the weird words echoing in the whole forest with their beloved female's voice, Warrior 

Lang and Warrior Xiong finally met Tuzi. 

"Tutu!" They both called. 

Tuzi who heard someone calling his name intimate recognized the figure of Lang and Xiong not far from 

him. His speed increases as he runs towards his two guardians. He hugged them both as if he found his 

lifetime happiness. 

"Lang! Xiong!" calls Tuzi while hugging his two men. "Wuwuwu~ I thought I would die!" he said. 

The two finally sighed in relief once their female returned to their side. Lang and Xiong hug him 

consecutively. 

"Thank the Beast God we found you!" said Lang. 

"I thought we lost you when your scent got cut off at that cliff. Thankfully I suggested looking near the 

cliff." said Xiong. 

Tuzi was in a state of happiness until he heard the rustling sound coming from behind him. Only then did 

he remember that someone was chasing after him. 

He started to panic as he tried to pull away his men to run with him again, "Let's go. I... I'm being 

chased! Someone from Soleil!!" said Tuzi. 

"Too late. He's here!" said Lang as his expression turned serious. 

Xiong said, "Tutu, hide behind us!" 

Lang and Xiong hid Tuzi behind them. They've both readied their weapons as they've felt the bloodthirst 

of the enemy coming over from the other side. The aura that the enemy is spreading felt too 

overbearing. Obviously the other side is a strong beastman that could even fight Meizhou who was the 



strongest of their tribe. The Meizhou they are talking about is the original Meizhou, not the current one 

who had Ye Xiajie's synced soul. The current Meizhou had a strength that could only be matched by 

current Xuebao. Aside from each other, no else in this world is their match. 

Lang yelled, "Stop hiding when you're emitting that much killing intent!" He then looked at Xiong and 

said, "Xiong grabbed Tutu and ran back without looking behind you. I will block him as much as I can." 

"W-What? Lang what are you saying...!?" asked Tuzi in shock. 

Xiong bit his lower lips but still nodded his head. His expressions were ugly. A mixture of sadness, 

distress and determination. 

"I will protect Tutu no matter what!?" said Xiong. 

Lang smiled and said, "Good. I won't forgive you if you don't." 

"No. NO! I will stay here. I want to stay!!" exclaimed Tuzi. 

"NO! If something happens to you the young leader would never forgive us! Tutu be good and go 

home." said Lang as he held Tuzi's face and wiped his tears. He even kissed him on his forehead to calm 

him down. 

Tuzi kept shaking his head as he grabbed on Lang's clothes with tears falling on his face like falls. 

"Xiong!" yelled Lang. 

ROAAR!!! 

Xiong was about to grab Tuzi to make a run for it but suddenly froze when they heard a loud roar from 

the other side of the land. It was a dominating roar that could freeze someone to where they are due to 

the huge difference of aura. For strong warriors of Meizhou's level they were able to achieve a special 

skill. This beastman happens to be one of those men. 

King's Aura, a special skill which allows the user to exert their own willpower over others. The target 

may be unable to move if there's a huge difference in strength between the user and his target. 

From the bushes, a beastman with pure golden hair and red-gold eyes appeared. This beastman has a 

height reaching 1.8 meters. His physique is almost the same as that of Meizhou. He has a proud and 

superior presence. His presence alone could overwhelm the beastmen of Lang's level. 

Warrior Lang and Warrior Xiong instantly recognized the warrior beastman in front of them. 

"It can't be. He shouldn't be here!" exclaimed Lang in surprise. 

Startled even Xiong's words stutter for a bit, "N-No... this land is near the boundaries of Soleil Tribe. It is 

not a coincidence for him to be here." he said. 

"W-Who is... is he?" asked Tuzi who was trembling uncontrollably after being hit by the man's aura in 

front of them. 

"He is the Soleil Tribe's current youngest tribe leader. Lion Beastman, Shizi!" replied Lang. 



The Beastman Warrior spoke, "Since you, your female, wanted to stay. Why don't you let him stay? You 

guys should stay here for awhile." said Shizi as he looks down on all three of them. 

Chapter 119: 5.21 First Violet Star - Concession 

Shizi, the youngest Tribe Leader in the Primitive World. 

After his father died in the last war against the Lune Tribe's strongest female warrior, the Soleil Tribe 

had almost fallen. Thankfully someone like Shizi who had awakened a special skill, King's aura, exists. 

This unique skill allows Shizi to dominate the battles he fought. He fought his way through and reached 

the peak of their Tribe. He was then enthroned as the Tribe Leader of Soleil. 

The Soleil Tribe stabilizes after he takes the reins. Not long after they heard the death of the strongest 

female warrior of the Lune Tribe. He died due to the hidden injuries he had gotten after fighting the 

former tribe leader of Soliel who was Shizi's father. 

Because of this, the hatred between the two tribes never disappears and continues until now. Even 

though Shizi tried to convince his tribe members to clear all hatred, no one was really willing to accept it 

in their hearts. Every winter whenever the two tribes coincide on their way down to the mountain, 

casualties between tribes cannot be avoided. The hatred between tribes just deepened and there was 

no harmony between tribes. 

People from his tribe would kill anyone of the Lune Tribe whenever they've bumps onto them by the 

road, likewise people from the Lune Tribe would kill off his tribe the same way. This is a never ending 

cycle of hate. Something Shizi wanted to stop. He is even willing to enter an alliance marriage to ease 

the hostility between tribes but unfortunately most female beastman from the Lune tribe rarely come 

out of their camp alone. If they leave the tribe there will be lots of male beastman warriors protecting 

them making it hard for Shizi to make contact. 

Not only that, there is a troublesome figure protecting the Lune tribe. The strongest warrior of the Lune 

Tribe, a jaguar male beastman called Meizhou. He had seen this warrior once and witnessed his 

prowess. This is a beastman that could contend with him in battle. He is sure that this male beastman 

also possesses unique skills like him. Fighting this man means he needs to prepare for death first or he 

will definitely look at an arm or a leg the moment he lets down his guard. 

It is also because of Meizhou's presence that he wanted to make an alliance with the Lune Tribe. He had 

the feeling that they could go along well. 

This is the reason why Shizi chased after Tuzi. When he saw him by the river wearing clothes all over his 

human form. He knew that he was someone from the Lune Tribe. According to the spy he had left to 

survey the nearby areas of the Lune Tribe's Territory, the reports said that most tribesmen of the Lune 

Tribe wore clothes that fully hid their body in their human form, especially the children of the Lune Tribe 

looking like fat dumplings wrapped up in thick clothes. 

Shizi peeked once in that place and indeed saw cute little dumplings wrapped in thick clothes making 

them adorable while playing with snow. 

He also heard that the one who suggested these clothes is the young leader of the Lune Tribe but the 

ones who taught the craft making is another female beastman called Tuzi. Just now he heard these two 



warriors called that pervert... I mean weird female rabbit beastman, Tutu, intimately. Obviously these 

two warriors were this female's partner. 

Since this is an opportunity, he doesn't want these three to leave right away. But for some reason he is 

very afraid of me, I had to use my special skills to stop them from leaving albeit forcefully. 

Shizi could see that the guard of the two warriors had increased the moment he used his unique skill on 

them. But sadly he had no other choice as they were really doing their hardest to run away from him. He 

watched the two warriors frankly hide the female beastman behind them. Not even a strand of hair 

could be seen of the female beastman called Tuzi. 

The wolf warrior bared his fangs on Shizi, "What do you want? You are a tribe leader yourself. Don't tell 

me you would harm a female with your own hands!?" said Lang. 

Xiong was observing the young tribe leader before them. But for some reason despite his overbearing 

aura, there are no negative emotions or feelings of hatred within those gold orbs. This left him 

bewildered. 

"Lang. Calm down. Buy some time. The rest of the tribe should be looking for us as well!" whispered 

Xiong to Lang. "The tremors on the land had lessened. The Young Leader and the boss should have 

finished their task at this moment." 

Tuzi who heard Xiong's words had his eyes brightened. If his friend Xuebao finished what he wanted to 

do, that must mean he is free right now. 

"Xiong, Lang, do any of you have the flare distributed by the tribe before we left? Mine got wasted when 

I fell in the river." asked Tuzi. 

Lang who obviously should receive a flare seems to forget to bring one with him. "Flare?" Idiot where 

the hell did you put yours. 

Xiong, who remembered receiving some from Sheya, touched his mini bag, looked through it and 

brought the flare out. He gave it to Tuzi. 

"A flare? Is that the small lighting that appeared on the sky to call for your tribesmen? If you use that 

would your leaders come over as well?" asked Shizi curiously but his stern voice made it seems like he 

wanted to stop them from doing so. 

"Tutu, light it up. Right now!" whispered Xiong. 

"As long as the flare lights up, the boss or the young leader should see it." said Lang. 

The two warriors asked to hasten Tuzi's movement but Tuzi who was peeking at Shizi's face from behind 

his two partners saw the Soleil tribe leader's eyes slightly light up when he heard what Lang had said. 

There is no movement of trying to stop them from lighting the flare. He could see that within those 

golden orbs was calmness and a bit excitement instead. 

Tuzi suddenly wedges between his two partners to reveal himself in front of Shizi. 

"You... Do you want to meet our leaders? Why?" asked Tuzi. 



Lang panicked, "Tutu what are you doing? Hide behind us!" he said. 

Xiong on the other hand didn't stop Tuzi and instead observes Shizi who is standing without doing 

anything as if he is just waiting. Shizi didn't reply right away. He was thinking how he should respond in a 

way the others wouldn't think he is asking for a fight. 

"I want to talk to your leaders about something." replied Shizi. 

"Not because you want to fight with us?" asked Tuzi. 

Shizi answered, "No. Just... a talk." 

"Didn't your tribe kill off our people!? Now you are saying you want to talk!" exclaimed Lang in anger. 

"My tribesmen was killed by your people as well." said Shizi as his aura turned a bit cold when he 

mentioned this. 

Xiong tried to calm down his friend, "Lang! Calm down. Don't start a fight! In war both sides were 

wrong!" he said. 

"Lang. Let me do the talking. You light up the flare and try to stop our tribesmen from attacking him. 

There's a possibility of this war between two tribes ending. It's better for the fighting to stop." said Tuzi 

as he soothes his man's raging emotion. 

"I heard that the Soleil Tribe is the one who caused the death of Xuebao's Mother." said Lang. "Do you 

think he would forgive them?" 

Tuzi bit his lips when he heard this question. Even Xiong was rendered silent by this. 

Only Shizi spoke up when he heard this question. "My father had died under the blade of your tribe's 

strongest female as well." 

Flinched! 

Once the three heard this, they were startled and finally remembered the origin of the beastman before 

them. If someone like him becomes the tribe leader at such a young age can only mean that his parents 

had died under the hands of their tribesmen. Hearing this Lang had no other choice but to comply on 

what his female wanted. 

"Fine!" said Lang as he took the flare from Tuzi's hand and lighted it. 

Once the flare was lit, a small sound of booming was heard from the sky. A converging colored smoke 

remained above them for a few minutes before completely fading. 

"So that's a flare. Did you invent it as well?" asked Shizi to Tuzi. 

Xiong and Lang were startled with the question Shizi just asked. With just this sentence alone allowed 

them to know that there are spies watching their tribe's movement. 

"You've left a spy around our tribe!?" asked Lang while gritting his teeth in anger. 

Shizi replied nonchalantly, "Your tribe also left few around our territory as well. Like how your leaders 

didn't kill them off, I didn't touch any of them as well." 



Xiong stopped his friend from exploding from anger. "Lang, calm down. Leave the talking to the young 

leader and boss instead. We only follow orders." 

Tsk! 

Lang just clicked his tongue as he knew that he couldn't get involved in this kind of thing. Things like 

these are under the jurisdictions of those in authority in their tribe. He is just a warrior with captain rank 

under their boss, Meizhou. Among the warriors only Meizhou could get involved in this kind of thing. 

Tuzi looked at Shizi with a slightly guarded expression. 

"I don't know if we can stop all tribesmen from attacking you when they've arrived. Only Baobao or 

Brother Meizhou could command them to stop. Please don't get offended by their words." said Tuzi. 

Shizi stared at Tuzi as he felt that this female is indeed smart as the reports said. Sadly he is not into 

pure, dense types of females. He is more attracted to cool and intelligent beauty who likes to scheme 

against others silently. Willing to bend his back accordingly to the situation. A female with a flexible 

mind. 

"I wouldn't. But because the flare was fired near our territory my people should be coming over as well. 

Don't worry I will command them to stop." said Shizi. 

Xiong nodded his head agreement. "Then let's wait for both sides to come over." 

--- 

20 minutes later. 

Tribesmen from both sides had come simultaneously. 

A group led by the Warrior Boss from Soleil Tribe appeared behind Shizi. 

"Tribe Leader! What is that sound and that weird colored smoke on the sky just now? Are you okay!!" 

"Lang! Xiong! You've found Tuzi!!" said Sheya who leads the group from Lune Tribe's reinforcement.  

Once the two groups saw each other's faces, they all instantly raised their weapons to attack. 

"Lune Tribe Bastards!!!" 

"Fuckers from the Soleil Tribe!!!" 

Tuzi tried to stop his tribesmen, "Ah!! Stop, you guys! Stop!!!" but his voice was buried under the loud 

sounds of war cry. 

Lang and Xiong try to help but it is of no use. Shizi didn't yell like the other three but jumped to block 

their way. At the same time he jumped into the center, someone from the other side had jumped in 

with him. Shizi faced the Soleil Tribe and issued the command himself. The other person from the 

opposite side did it as well. The two faced each other's back as they faced their raging tribesmen. These 

two only shouted their orders through an issued command. 

"STAND DOWN!!!" 



The two voices from the two people at the center of the chaos controlled the crowd. The instant they've 

issued a command both sides become silent and their movements all halted at the same time. Silence 

descended at that moment. 

At the center of the two tribes, one is Shizi and the other one is the newly arrived Meizhou. When the 

warriors saw their leaders and heard their commands they all instinctively followed the orders. 

"Lower your weapons and step 20 steps backwards!" commanded Meizhou. 

Shizi sighed and looked at his tribesmen, "You guys step back. You are not to attack with my orders. This 

will be the last time you will take action without a command from me." he said. 

"We don't want to hear any retorts from you guys. Keep your silence!" The two said. 

Once the tribesmen of both sides retreated, only Meizhou and Shizi remained at the center. The two 

observed each other for a few seconds but only Shizi showed changes in his expressions while Meizhou 

remained indifferent ang haughty the whole time. 

Shizi's thoughts: 'This person got even stronger than before. Now I feel he could kill me anytime he 

wanted. I really need to convince the elders to accept the alliance by hook or by crook.' 

The one who spoke first is Shizi, "I would like to speak with you for the sake of two tribes. Do you mind 

having a talk with me about it?" he asked. 

Meizhou replied, "I will listen but the highest authority in my side isn't me. You have to talk to my wife 

instead." 

Shizi and the rest of his people were startled when he heard that the highest authority from Lune Tribe's 

side is a female beastmen. Only Shizi thought of these words deeply and remembered the legend in 

Lune Tribe about the strongest female. 

"Are you talking about his descendants?" asked Shizi. 

Meizhou nodded his head, "If you can convince my wife then no one in the tribe would dare reject your 

proposition. His standing in our tribe is even higher than the current Tribe Leader, Zhubao." he said. 

Shizi who saw the seriousness in Meizhou's pitch black eyes made him believe that this entitled 

strongest warrior of the Lune Tribe isn't lying. Then he looked at his tribesmen from behind him and 

noticed that not even one had shown rejection what Meizhou had said. 

"Is he here with you?" asked Shizi. 

"Yes." replied Meizhou as they watched him walk away from the center and walk in a nearby tree 

looking above. 

With a doting smile on Meizhou's face, "Baby~ he said he wanted to speak with you about the 

relationship between two tribes. Would you like to talk to him?" he asked. 

Silence~ 

Rustling sounds~~ 



Everyone waited for an answer but no replied. They've just heard the sound of leaves rustling and an 

object falling from above the tree. A small figure clad in pure white from head to toes falls within the 

arms of the warrior named Meizhou. When everyone saw the features of the man in Meizhou's arms, 

the tribesmen of both tribes were smitten by his exquisite features. He looked like an angel who had 

fallen from the sky. 

White color hair which looks as soft as clouds. Irises with the same shade as the sky. His features were 

flawless. His phoenix shaped eyes gave away the feeling of temptation. His presence was serene as if he 

could see him but unable to sense him. His aura is natural as if facing nature. 

Facing him is like seeing a God. Just one look is enough for them to accept defeat. 

Looking at Shizi who had the highest command from the opposite tribe, "Hello. I am the proxy Tribe 

leader of Lune, Xuebao." introduced Xuebao with a friendly smile in the corner of his lips. 

Chapter 120: 5.22 First Violet Star - Elders 

Once Xuebao joined the group, the process between the talk of two tribes got easier. But as they knew, 

the decision for the two tribes won't be finalized until the elders from the two tribes all agree. This is 

why Shizi and Xuebao had an agreement to have the tribe leaders and elders of both tribes have a 

private meeting. The place would be here. 

The place there now is the boundary line between the territory of Lune and Soleil Tribe. A huge tent 

would be erected in this place by small tribes from both sides. The plan is for the two tribe leaders and 

all elders from both sides to meet and confront each other. The meeting would be done a week later. 

Xuebao and Shizi had seven days to convince their tribe's elders to agree to this meeting. With that a 

representative from both sides had been chosen to become the messenger. 

On Shizi's side he had chosen his second in command, Chiya, a warrior leader like Meizhou. Normally as 

it goes, Meizhou should be the one to become the representative for the Lune Tribe but there is lots of 

opposition when this is raised. After all Meizhou is a warrior that has strength that could even contend 

with the current tribe leader of the Soleil Tribe which is Shizi. It would be like inviting a lion in a flock of 

wolves. As long as Meizhou was able to assassinate Shizi, the Soleil Tribe would be no more. This is what 

frightened the tribesmen of the Soleil Tribe. 

Because of this problem Xuebao raised another idea. Instead of just one representative from both tribes 

they should send two instead. This is to allow the representatives to not feel like an outcast in the other 

tribe. Hearing this suggestion both sides had agreed without problem and things were finalized from the 

first meeting. 

... 

Representatives: 

Soleil Tribe: Warrior Leader, Chiya and a female warrior, Rina. (These two are a couple) 

Lune Tribe: Warrior Captain, Laohu and Tribe Doctor, Sheya 

... 



Choosing Sheya as a representative is Xuebao's decision. He wanted this doctor to become a 

representative not only because he worried about Laohu's lack of brains but also for a different reason. 

It was because of what his System Yue who returned to being a moon, informed him about something 

unexpected. 

Xuebao's thoughts. Talking to his system, "Are you sure he was that person?" 

[Yes, Host. Shizi had the same soul as that man whose position is to serve the Lord God. He is also the 

warden that looks after the soul that possesses Sheya's vessel.] 

"Doesn't this mean that the silly rabbit only has two male leads in this world. Meizhou would be 

impossible since he had my husband's soul. Sheya has Yun Ming's soul and this Shizi is that warden's 

vessel. Well~ I guess with this the rabbit's harem has been reduced to only two which is Lang and Xiong. 

Could they even satisfy him?" 

[Pfft! S-Should be? Don't worry host I'll just send him special gifts to compensate him for his loss of 

harem. Kekeke~] 

"Sigh~ you've really been corrupted with a virus, Yue~" 

[I'm not! This is Yue's real personality! Tsun! Tsun!] 

"Anyway you are coming with him. Go record the side of Soleil for me." 

[Affirmative, host!] 

Once the meeting had been adjourned. Both sides had split and returned to their home. The 

representatives would arrive in the tribe tomorrow at noon and as promised, Shizi and Xuebao, would 

secure the lives of the representatives that would come over to each tribe. A vow to the Beast God was 

made for this situation. A vow made to the beast god is like swearing to the heavenly laws. It cannot be 

taken back nor go against else you'll be receiving a heaven's punishment. 

Everyone returned to where they come from. 

--- 

Lune Tribe 

Tribe Meeting. 

As soon as everyone had returned to the tribe Xuebao and Meizhou reported to the tribe leader and 

elder about the result of their journey. At the beginning of the meeting Xuebao first informed them the 

news about the cave they would use as shelter for the incoming snowstorm. 

Xuebao spoke, "The cave had been secured. A'Mei killed the dinosaur king, Tyrannosaurus Rex, on his 

own~" he reported with a huge grin. 

The Tribe Leader and elders gasped as they all collectively stared at Meizhou who is currently doing his 

task as his wife's chair. Xuebao is seated on his lap during the meeting and he was ignoring everyone 

else except for his wife. Countless eyes landed on him but Meizhou paid no heed to their gazes, his focus 



was on his wife's hands which he is now massaging to pass time. As usual Xuebao allowed him to do 

whatever he wanted. 

Zhubao, the tribe leader asked, "He really defeated it alone!? You didn't help at all!?" There's a clear 

disbelief and shock on his old face. 

Xuebao nodded without hesitation. "Yes! I swear to the Beast God." he said. Once the elders heard 

Xuebao sworn to their Beast God, they had no other choice but to believe. Now the way they look at 

Meizhou is not that much different when looking at Xuebao. They could only praise the Beast God that 

this monstrous couple is someone of their tribe else they wouldn't know how they have died in war. 

Tribe Priest Anbao asked, "I heard Tutu almost got lost. What really happened?" 

The elder's expression turned grim at this question. The father of the said mastermind for the incident 

had an even uglier expression when he saw his friends looking at him like he had done a wrong thing 

when it was his child who did the incorrect action. 

"I'm saying this now. You can punish that child according to the tribe rules. This is something he had 

done without this old man knowing. I've never influenced Sia to do such a malicious thing!" said the 

father of the female beastman Sia. 

"Okay. Calm down you old thing! We aren't blaming you. But... that child really did a wrong thing. Even 

it wasn't Tuzi who got targeted but someone else. It was taboo in our tribe to harm other tribe 

members." 

"I know. That's why I said I wouldn't protect the child. J-Just... please don't kill him." 

"Sigh~ I won't bestow death penalty as Tutu was saved on time. But... his punishment wouldn't be light 

at all. Just be prepared." said Zhubao, the tribe leader. 

"I understand Leader." said the father of Sia. "As long as he isn't dead... He should be able to change..." 

"Can you tell us the details of what happened, Baobao?" asked Zhubao to his son. 

"Okay." replied Xuebao. 

Xuebao explained the whole event that happened during the hunt. He informed them about what the 

female fox beastman had done in accordance with what Tuzi had told him. Including being pushed off 

the cliff and only surviving thanks to the river under the cliff. 

When the elders heard about this part they couldn't help but praise Tuzi for his abundant luck. Normally 

falling on the river during winter had a higher chance of being impaled by icicles within the river. Tuzi 

falling to a soft, half solid ice is a luck that saves his life. What the elders didn't know is that with Tuzi's 

strengthened protagonist halo, it would be impossible for him to get killed in such a lame way. It was 

not luck but because of the protection of the heavenly laws of this world. 

Then Xuebao also informed them about their meeting with the tribe leader of Soleil Tribe. When he was 

in this part of the story most elders in the tribe had enraged expressions on their faces especially when 

they heard that Xuebao had agreed to such a thing. 

"No way! Just no!" 



"I also don't agree!!" 

"I will also not say Yes to this nonsense!!!" 

There are only a few elders like Anbao and Zhubao who remain silent while observing Xuebao who is 

explaining the whole thing to them. Obviously they noticed that there is something weird going on with 

Xuebao's decision. 

"Young Leader. I hope you don't forget that it was because of the Soleil Tribe that you have lost your 

dad!!" 

(A/n: The female beastman is called dad by their children while the male beastman partner is called 

father instead.) 

BAM!!! 

Once an elder overstepped his boundaries, Zhubao bam his fist on the wooden table instantly 

destroying it. This show of anger from the tribe leader is enough to bring silence inside the tent. 

Zhubao glared at the elder who last spoke about his wife. 

"Who allowed you to speak to my son about his dad!!? Hah!!" said Zhubao. 

The elder who knew that he had overstepped his position had to bow his head and apologized to the 

tribe leader. According to the tribe rules, no one is allowed to interfere with other tribesmen's family 

unless one of the family had done a thing that went against the tribe laws. But what the elder did is not 

within this bound and him interfering is beyond what he is allowed. Him scolding Xuebao when Zhubao 

the father is keeping silent instead is a clear gesture of going beyond his position as an elder. He is a 

tribe elder but not a family member of Xuebao. He is not allowed to reprimand Xuebao about his dad 

when he is an outsider. 

"Forgive me. I've exceeded my boundaries!" the elder apologized. 

But Zhubao, their tribe leader, just snorted at him. This time he looked at his expressionless son with 

reddening eyes due to holding back his rage. He cannot believe that his own son would accept the 

reconciliation between two tribes when it was the latter who caused his own dad's death. He just 

couldn't assent it. 

When Zhubao sees Meizhou's protective gesture he instantly calms down his anger but the resentment 

is still visible within his eyes. 

Zhubao questioned, "Why is it Baobao? They were the once who killed your dad? How could you accept 

this!?" he said. 

"Father. No one is right in war!" said Xuebao. 

Everyone in the area is an adult. If you removed the bias in their minds they would be able to accept this 

rationally but most beastmen were emotional. This kind of reason isn't enough to convince them. 

"I do not accept it! Xuebao." said Zhubao. 

Xuebao gave them a satirical smile, "Who would accept it? I didn't! and Shizi wouldn't!" he said. 



"Then why!!?" asked Zhubao. 

This time it was Meizhou who answered his question. 

Meizhou answered in Xuebao instead. "Because this is the only way to protect the tribe!" 

Once they heard Meizhou replied they couldn't help but look at them weirdly. There's only doubt and 

puzzlement in their eyes and face. They couldn't understand the reason why this couple could massacre 

a whole tribe if they wanted to agree to such a clear discredit offer. They wouldn't be able to achieve 

anything by agreeing to this nonsense. 

Meizhou continued to explain. "Did you think us looking for a suitable cave to be used during the 

snowstorm in such an urgent manner is because of no reason at all! We had no other choice but to look 

for it. Snowstorms were usually only scheduled to come during the last month of winter. 

I and Bao'er could have looked for a cave a month or a few months later before the last month of this 

season arrived. But we didn't. Instead we had to make sure to look for a cave ahead of time because 

Bao'er and a dream that the snowstorm would be arriving in this month instead of the last month! This 

is because Xuebao had a revelation in his dreams." 

Once the elders heard about this, everyone was shocked to the core. They were all speechless in what 

they've heard. Usually only tribe priests receive revelations in their dreams and this revelation all 

happened at the same time. The priests of all tribes receive the same. But there are unique cases like 

Xuebao, who are personally chosen by the Beast God, to receive revelation before the rest. This is 

because they have enough strength to make changes in their own destiny. 

Even the tribe priest Anbao was shocked. "B-But this... this is..." 

"I was told that the priests would be receiving the revelations tonight in your dreams. You guys could 

make your decision tomorrow for that case. After tonight you would also be informed by Uncle An about 

the reason why agree to the reconciliation with the Soleil Tribe. You guys should wait for tomorrow 

because no one would believe in my words no matter what I say today. I would be staying in Meizhou's 

place for tonight. Excuse us for today." said Xuebao. 

Meizhou carried Xuebao in his arms as they left the tent where the tribe meetings occurred. No one 

convinced the two to stay as they really didn't believe what they've said. There is only silence inside the 

place after the pair left. 

Meanwhile Meizhou carried his wife back to his place with an unconcerned expression on their faces. 

They really didn't lie. The revelation coming from the heavenly laws were indeed passed to the tribe 

priests of each tribe in this world. It's just that the revelation isn't supposed to happen tonight but 2 

weeks from now. Meizhou ordered Yue to have a talk with the heavenly laws of this world using 

Xuebao's original authority. The command is to give the revelations tonight instead. 

With Xuebao's identity as someone from the top. The heavenly laws could only agree to his command 

but on the premises that his request is not to go against the rules under the Divine Laws. Zhi Yue had 

Xuebao's command recorded in data form. He would send it to the database of this world for the 

heavenly laws to receive the message. System Yue had just returned from his mission. 



[Host, My Lord. The commands have been approved. They would pass the revelation tonight as you've 

wished.] 

"That's good then. This only means no one wouldn't be able to sleep peacefully tonight. My husband, I 

want to eat beef steak for dinner." said Xuebao. 

Meizhou smiled and pecked those cherry lips, "I will personally cook your dinner my baby~" he said. 

The same scene happened in Soleil Tribe as well. Shizi was also informed by Xuebao about this 

revelation. After Xuebao vowed that all his words about these revelations aren't a lie, Shizi had 

unconditionally believed him. This is why he informed the elder about the snowstorm that is scheduled 

to come 3 weeks from now and about the other surprising news that will convince the whole tribe to 

agree to his plan to accept the alliance with the Lune Tribe. Because after receiving the revelation 

tonight no one wouldn't not agree to his plan. 

 


